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1. PRELIMINARIES

I. I. Setting and Purpose
Current theories of language acquisition and of linguistic universals tend
to be polarised, adopting strong positions along dimensions such as the
following: formal (or nativist) versus functional; internal versus external
explanation; acquisition of language versus acquisition of communication
skills; specific facult6 de langage versus general cognitive capacity.
As with many enduring intellectual debates, there is much that is
convincing and plausible to be said on each side. Some works are very
polemical, apparently conceding little merit in the opposing point of view.
Some so-called 'functional' explanations of language universals, which
appeal to properties of performance mechanisms, e.g. the human parser,
miss the important point that these mechanisms are themselves innate and
as much in need of explanation as the properties of the linguistic system.
Another class of proposed functional explanations for language universals,
which appeal to the grammaticalisation of discourse patterns, fail to locate
this mechanism in the life-cycle of individual language-knowers. On the
other hand, some nativist explanations imply that they are complete, having
finally wrapped up the business of explaining languaqe acquisition, missing
the point that the demand for explanations never ceases, and that the
'solution' to any given puzzle immediately becomes the next puzzle.
The appearance of a direct confrontation between nativist and functional
styles of, or emphases in, explanations of language acquisition and linguistic
universals was greater in the 1970s than it has been recently, as Mallinson
(1987) emphasises. Golinkoff and Gordon (1983) give a witty, but fairly
accurate, historical account of the pendulum-swings and emphasis-shifts
in the debate since the inception of generative grammar. Regrettably, the
embattled spirit of the barricades survives in some quarters, as in Newmeyer's (1983) review of Givon (1979), itself a sharp polemic, and in the
exchange between Coopmans (1984) and Hawkins (1985).
In an area where polemic is so rife, the truth-seeker can be distracted
or misled by a number of false trails which it is as well to be able to
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recognize in advance. The following are some types of distraction to be
ever vigilant for: (I) llnannounced theory-laden use of everyday terms,
such as 'language', or 'universal' (for instance, using 'language' to mean
just the unmarked core grammar, or excluding phonology); (2) The
assumption of a monolithic research enterprise, such that a criticism of
any single aspect of it is taken as a blanket attack on the whole; and
(3) Sheer mistaking of an opposing position, taking it to be something
other (even the opposite) of what it really is (a distressingly frequent type
of mistaking involves elementary failure to distinguish between 'all' and
'some' in an opponent's exposition).
I assume that the readership of this book will not consist wholly, or
even largely, of convinced generative linguists, but will include people such
as psychologists studying language acquisition, linguists with a more
anthropological emphasis, philosophers who ponder issues of language
structure and use, sociolinguists, and theorists of historical language change,
to all of whose work logical issues in language acquisition are relevant.
Being concerned with outlining a synthesis of approaches accessible to
workers in these different areas, my points will typically be at a quite
general level, and I will often resort to quoting relevant work from the
various fields. The distinctions I discuss will tend to be broad distinctions
between domains of study, rather than the finer distinctions identified by
workers within domains. Seekers after very specific proposals about models
and mechanisms will not find them here. But, at this general level, I will
propose a model for the interaction of language use and language
acquisition, in which I believe all students of language, from psycholinguists
through 'core' linguists to sociolinguists and historical linguists, will be
able to identify a part which is theirs.
A colleague has likened this attempt at synthesis to waving a flag in
the no-man's-land between two entrenched armies shooting at each other,
with the consequent likelihood of finding oneself full of bullet-holes. But
the military metaphor is, one hopes, inappropriate to scholarly work.
Synthesizing, integrating work must be attempted. This is not to discourage
any individual researcher from trying to mount a strong case that suchand-such an aspect of language should be attributed to the influence of
the innately structured L A D (or alternatively to what I shall call the Arena
of Use), nor to dissuade any rival researcher from trying to demolish such
a case, on theoretical or empirical grounds. Indeed such efforts, locally
partisan as they are, are the sine qua non of the growth of knowledge
in the field. What I am trying to discourage is a dismissive globally partisan,
academioally totalitarian, kind of view, that holds that explanations from
innateness (or. for the opposing partisan, from use) are simply not worth
serious consideration. on either theoretical or empirical grounds.
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1.2. Glossogenetic and Phylogenetic ~nec~hanistns
The dimension of diachrony, only skimpily treated in previous discussions,
provides a coherent background within which function and innateness can
be consistently accommodated. Functional explanations of language acquisition can be compatible with nativist explanations, provided one gets
the timescale right. The much-debated dichotomy, innate versus functional,
is a red herring. The basic dichotomy is, rather. phylogeny versus ontogeny.
and also the related nature versus culture. Function is not 'opposed' to
any elements in these dyads, but exerts its influence o n all.
The issue of the relation between linguistic development and other
(cognitive, social, etc.) experience can be set in different timescales, shortterm o r long-term. Such experiences may be directly involved with linguistic
development within the time-span of a n individual's acquisition of his
language, a period of a few years; or. at the other extreme, the outcomes
of experiences of members of the species over an evolutionary timescale
lead t o the natural selection of individuals innately equipped t o acquire
systems with particular formal properties. The idea of short-term (ontogenetic or glossogenetic) timescales versus long-term (phylogenetic) timescales in explanations for linguistic facts is important to a n overall view
of the relation between function and innateness. The term 'glossogenetic'
reflects a focus on the development and history of individual particular
languages; language-histories are the rough cumulation, over many generations, of the experiences of individual language acquirers. The biological
endowments of successive generations of language acquirers in the history
of a language d o not differ significantly, and so linguistic ontogeny, and
its cumulation, language history. or glossogeny, are to be distinguished
from linguistic phylogeny, the chronologically vastly longer domain, in
which biological change, affecting the innate language faculty, takes place.
After the present section of preliminaries, the second and main section
I
of this paper will be devoted t o the short-term, onto- o r glossogenetic
mechanism of functional influence on language form. 1
A detailed exposition of the phylogenetic mechanism of functional
influence o n language form is, unfortunately, too long to be included in
this collection of papers, and is t o be published elsewhere (Hurford, 1991).
The phylogenetic mechanism is mentioned briefly by Chonisky and Lasnik
(1977:437), but although their note has been echoed by various subsequent
authors (e.g. Lightfoot, 1983:32, Newmeyer, 1983:113, Lasnik, 1981:14,
Wexler. 1981:40), it has not initiated a n appropriate strand of research
into functional explanations of language universals at the level of evolution
of the species.
Despite acceptance of the premise that functional explanations fotlinguistic universals d o operate at the level of evolution of the specics.
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remarkably little further gets done about it. Contributions from linguists,
of whatever theoretical persuasion, (e.g. Lightfoot's section "Evolution
of Grammars in the Species" (Lightfoot, 1983: 165-169) and Givon's chapter
"Language and Phylogeny" (Givon, 1979:271-309)) remain sketchy, superficial, and anecdotal.
On the other hand, a more promising sign is Pinker and Bloom's (1990)
paper, in which they systematically address some of the major skeptical
positions (e.g. of Piattelli-Palmarini, 1989, Chomsky, and Gould) concerning natural selection and the evolution of the language faculty. Several
other articles (Hurford, 1989, 1991a, 1991b; Newmeyer, forthcoming) make
a start on working out proposals about how quite specific properties of
the human language faculty could have emerged through natural selection.
T o whet the reader's appetite, without, I hope, appearing too enigmatic
or provocative at this stage, I give here a short paragraph with a diagram
(Figure I), sketching the phylogenetic mechanism, and a table (Table I),
summarising the major differences between the glossogenetic and the
phylogenetic mechanisms. Deep aspects of the form of language are not
likely to be readily identifiable with obvious specific uses, and one cannot
suppose that it will be possible to attribute them directly to the recurring
short-term needs of successive generations in a community. Here, nativist
explanations for aspects of the form of language, appealing to an innate
LAD, seem appropriate. But use or function can also be appealed to on
the evolutionary timescale, to attempt to explain the structure of the LAD
itself.
The phylogenetic explanatory scheme I envisage is as follows:

Biological
mutations

FACTORS INVOLVED IN
SUCCESSFUL COMMUNICATION
IN T H E HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
(THE ARENA O F USE)

Language
Acquisition
Device

Fig. I .

Here biological mutations plus functional considerations constitute the
explanans, and the LAD itself constitutes the explanandurn. The L A D is
part of the species' heredity, the result of mutations over a long period.
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T W O TYPES O F FIJNCTIONAL EXPLANATION
GLOSSOGENETIC
(Sec.2 of this paper)

PHY LOGENETIC
(Hurford, 1989, 1991b)

Usefulness felt:

In short term
(every generation)

In long term
(evolutionary timespan)

Fransmisslon:

Cultural

Genetic

Knowledge determined by data:

Typically, well
determined

Typically, poorly
determined

Innovation by:

Invention, creativity
of individuals

Biological mutation

Typical explanandum:

Language-specific

Universal

Competition in
Arena of Use:

Between languages
(Ln vs L n + l )

Between classes of
languages

Motivating analogy:

Language as a T O O L

Language as a n O R G A N

Table 1.

Much of the present paper will be an extended commentary on the rubrics
in this table, especially those in the 'Glossogenetic' column. Before getting
down to the details of the glossogenetic mechanism in Section 2,there are
a couple of general preliminary plots to be staked out, in the remainder
of this section.

Explanations differ according to what is being explained. This is a truism.
But much discussion of 'explaining linguistic phenomeqa' uses that phrase
to smother an important distinction, the distinction between grammaticality
and acceptability (competence and performance, I-language and Elanguage). The distinction is central to the Chomskyan enterprise, and
has been a frequent target of attack, or source of misgivings. In the literature,
for instance, one finds widely-read authors writing:
"The distinction between competence and performance - o r grammar and speaker's
behavior - is .. untenable, counterproductive, and nonexplanatory". (Givon, 1979:26)
"The borderline between the purely linguist~cand the psychological aspects of language
... niay not exist at all". (Clark and Haviland, 1974:91)
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"There IS a whole range of different objection\ from soc~olinguists,scmetlmes q u e r y n g
the legitmacy of drawing the [cornpetence/performance] d~stinctionat all". ( M ~ l r o y .
1985 I)

Givon's book is still widely discussed, Herb Clark is an influential
psychologist, and Lesley Milroy speaks for a body of sociolinguists for
whom the competence/performance distinction itself is still a current issue.
In the context of their expressed doubts about competence/performance
(alternatively I-language/E-language), and concomitantly grammaticality/
acceptability, it is relevant to reassert this distinction. Despite such doubts
and attacks, I will maintain here that many clear cases of the distinction
exist, while conceding that there are borderline linguistic phenomena whose
classification as facts of grammar or facts of use is at present problematic.
Some early, perhaps overhasty, conclusions claiming to have explained
aspects of grammar in functional terms can now be reinterpreted as
explaining phenomena more peripheral to the grammatical system, such
as stylistic preference, or acceptability. For instance, this is how Newmeyer
(1980:223-226) depicts Kuno's various functional explanations: 'Kuno's
approach to discourse-based phenomena has gradually moved from a
syntactic one to one in which the generalisations are to be stated outside
of formal grammar' (Newmeyer, 1980:224). Such reinterpretation follows
shifting (and, one hopes, advancing) theories of the boundary between
grammatical phenomena proper and acceptability and style.
For concreteness, I will give some examples, all for Standard English,
of how I assume some relevant phenomena line up:
(1)

GRAMMATICAL, BUT O F PROBLEMATIC ACCEPTABILITY
Colourless green ideas sleep furiously.
The mouse the cat the dog chased caught ate some cheese.
The horse raced past the barn fell.

(2)

UNGRAMMATICAL, AND O F PROBLEMATIC ACCEPTABILITY
*He left is surprising.
*The man was here is my friend

(3)

UNGRAMMATICAL, BUT OFTEN ACCEPTABLE
*He volunteered three students to approach the Chairman
*She has disappeared the evidence from her office
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A degree of relative agreement between individuals, and certainty within
individuals, about the above examples does not mean that there can't be
genuine borderline cases. There may well be slight differences between
individuals in their genetically inherited language facultiesl, and the input
data is certainly very variable from one individual to another, as is the
wider social context of language acquisition. And (any individual's instantiation of) the language acquisition device itself may not be structured
in such a way as to produce a classification of all possible wordstrings
with respect to their grammaticality.
This classification of patterns of linguistic facts as grammatical or
otherwise does not depend, circularly, on the kind of explanatory mechanism one can postulate for them, but rather primarily in practice (though
by no means wholly in principle) o n that classical resource of generative
grammar, native speaker intuitions of grammaticality (themselves not
always easily accessible).
In fact, from a linguist's viewpoint, the sentences (1-3) constitute a
heterogeneous bunch, conflating much more interesting distinctions which
these very sentences, if aptly exploited, could well emphasise, for instance,
grammaticality versus parsability, grammaticality versus first-choice parsing strategies, semantically correct versus conceptually empty sentences
etc. But I am stressing here a more basic point. The grammaticality/
acceptability distinction, paralleling the competence/performance (Ilanguage/E-language) distinction, is an absolutely crucial foundation upon
which the further much more interesting distinctions can be elaborated.
Only if it is accepted can one progress to the more interesting distinctions.
In this paper my concern is to investigate the relationships obtaining between
the domain of grammar, on the one hand, and nongrammatical, e.g.
processing-psychological and social, domains, on the other hand. For my
purposes, as it turns out, these other domains can, at a broad general
level, be lumped together, so far as their role in potential functional
explanations for aspects of linguistic competence is concerned, although
obviously a study with a different focus of attention wduld immediately
separate and distinguish them. Sociolinguistics, pragmatics and discourse
analysis, and psycholinguistics are disciplines with highly divergent goals
and methodological styles. (Thus 'functional explanation' is likely to be
interpreted in different ways by sociolinguists and psycholinguists.)
Chomsky is entirely right in emphasising that a language (E-language)
is an artifact resulting from the interplay of many factors. Where I differ
from his judgement is in my belief that this artifact is of great interest,
that it is susceptible to systematic study (once its diverse component factors
are identified), and that it can in fact affect grammatical competence (Ilanguage).
Given the grammaticality/acceptability distinction, and a classification.
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however tentative, of linguistic facts according to this distinction, the search
for explanations must provide appropriate explanatory mechanisms for
the different kinds of linguistic phenomena. The explanatory task for
grammaticality facts can be couched fairly naturally in terms of language
acquisition: 'How does a person acquire a particular set of intuitive
judgements about wordstrings?' But the explanatory tasks for the various
diverse classes of acceptability facts are not naturally couched in terms
of language acquisition.
Different kinds of questions require different kinds of answers, but this
does not mean that, for example, perceptual strategies can ultimately play
no part in explaining how a child acquires certain grammaticality judgements. And, conversely, it does not mean that grammatical facts
(competence) can play no part in processing. (To the linguist convinced
of the grammaticality/acceptability distinction, processing necessarily involves grammatical facts.) But as the mechanisms which give rise to
competence obviously differ in their 'end products' from the mechanisms
which give rise to acceptability facts (performance), the details of the two
kinds of mechanisms themselves must be different. The reasons for
distinguishing competence from performance are very well set out, in partly
Saussurean terminology, by Du Bois (1985).
"Saussure (1959:ll-23, 191ff) demarcates sharply between what he calls internal Iinguistics, the study of langue, and external linguistics, which encompasses such significant
fields of study as articulatory phonetics, ethnographic linguistics, sociolinguistics,
geographical linguistics and the study of utterances (discourse?), all of wh~chdeal with
positive facts.
Classical structurahsm thus establishes a gulf between the two spheres, so that
structuring forces or organizing principles which operate in the one domain will not
affect the other. Though this formulation will be seen to be too one-sided, given its
assumption that langue is in princ~pleindependent of structuring forces originating outside
it, I will suggest that the distinction between internal linguistics and external linguistics
nevertheless remains useful and in fact necessary. I will draw on this distinction to
show how certain phenomena can be at the same time unmotivated from the generative
synchronic point of view and motivated from a genuinely metagrammatical viewpoint
which treats grammars as adaptive systems, i.e. both partially autonomous (hence systems)
and partially responsive to system-external pressures (hence adaptive). This will be fruitful
only if we recognise the existence of competing motivations, and further develop a
theoretical framework for describing and analysing their interaction within specified
contexts, and ultimately for predicting the resolution of their competition. This (panchronic) approach to metagrammar is part of the developing theory of what has been
called the ecology of grammar (Du Bois, 1980:273)." (1985:343-344).

The ecological metaphor is also taken up, independently, in Hurford (1987).
While I am in sympathy with Du Bois's approach, and regard it as an
admirably clear statement of the systemhse dilemma that modern linguistics has forged for itself, I believe Du Bois has not gone as far as
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he might in considering the ontology of grammar. That is, he still tends,
in a Saussurean way, to treat grammatical systems as abstractions, with
their own laws and principles, without locating them in the minds of
speakers. And he does not locate the mechanism of grammaticisation in
the Chomskyan LAD, which, I believe, is where it belongs.
Sociolinguists' difficulties with the competence/performance distinction
stem largely, according to Milroy, from the problem of language variation.
And several current models of language acquisition respond to the pervasive
fact of variation by proposing that the linguistic competence acquired is
itself variable. Thus Macken (1987) proposes that acquired grammars are
partly 'algebraic' and partly 'stochastic'. And the 'competition model' (Bates
and MacWhinney, 1987; MacWhinney, 1987a,b) assumes that:
"... the 'steady state' reached by adults also contains patterns of statistical variat~on
in the use of grammatical structures that cannot be captured by discrete rules". (Rates
and MacWhinney, 1987:158)

This echoes early attempts to reconcile sociolinguistic variation with
generative grammar's view of competence; cf. Labov's (1969) idea of
'variable rules', its development by Cedergren and Sankoff (1974), and
critical discussion by Romaine (1982:247-251).
The facts of linguistic variation and gradual linguistic change lead Kroch
(1989) to propose another possibility, distinct from both the 'single discrete
competence' and the 'probabilistic competence' views.
"If we ask ourselves why the various contexts of a l ~ n g u ~ s talternation
~c
should, as
a general rule, be constrained t o change in lock step, the only apparent answer consistent
with the facts of the matter I that speakers learning a language In the course of a
gradual change learn two sets of well-formedness principles for certain grammatical
subsystems and that over h~storictime pressures associated with usage (presumably
processmg o r d~scoursefunction based) drive out one of thy alternatives". (Kroch,
1989:349)
I

This echoes a long tradition in linguistics (cf. Fries and Pike, 1949).
It is hard, perhaps impossible, to distinguish empirically between a
situation where a speaker knows two grammars or subsystems, corresponding, say, to 'New Variety' and 'Old Variety', and a situation where a
speaker knows a single grammar or subsystem providing for a number
of options, where these options are associated with use-related labels, 'Old'
and 'New'. Plural competences would certainly be methodologically more
intractable to investigate, presenting a whole new, and more difficult, ballgame for learnability theory, for instance. On the other hand, plural
competences do presumably arise in genuine cases of bilingualism, and
so the LAD is equipped to cope with internalizing more than one grammar
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at a time. Perhaps plural competences are indeed the rule for the majority
of mankind, and the typical generative study of singular monolithic
competence is a product of concentrating on standardised languages (a
point made by Milroy). The question is forced on us by the pervasive
facts of statistical patterning in sociolinguistic variation, even in the usage
of single individuals, and language change. And the question is highly
relevant to language acquisition studies, as McCawley (1984:435) points
out: 'Do children possess only one grammar at a time? Or may they possess
multiple grammars, corresponding to either overlapping developmental
stages, or multiple styles and registers?'
In what follows I will simply assume that statistical facts belong to
the domain of performance and pragmatics (e.g. rules of stylistic preference
or, more globally, rules of 'code choice'), whereas facts of acquired adult
grammatical competence are not to be stated probabilistically. I do not
claim to have argued this assumption, or demonstrated that the variation
problem must be handled in this way. But one cannot explore all the
possibilities in one article, and I shall explore here how the interplay of
grammar and use might be envisaged, if one banishes probabilities from
the realm of competence. The research challenge then appears as the twin
questions: 'How does all-or-nothing competence give rise to phenomena
in which statistical distributions are apparent?' and 'How does exposure
to variable data result in all-or-nothing competence?' Possibly, these are
the wrong research questions to ask, but the only way to find out is by
seeing how fruitful theorising along these lines turns out to be. Other
researchers may pursue other assumptions in parallel. In a later subsection
(2.3), I will discuss the phenomenon of grammaticalisation, in which, over
time, a statistical pattern of use (as I assume it to be) gets fixed into
a nonstatistical fact of grammar.
1.4. The ambiguity of 'functional'

Opponents of nativist explanations for linguistic universals often contrast
the Chomskyan doctrine of an innate Language Acquisition Device with
a form of explanation labelled 'functionalist'. Such functionalist explanations point to the use of language as accounting for the properties of
linguistic systems. But typically in such accounts, one of two distinct aspects
of 'use' is emphasised. Hyman identifies this ambiguity clearly:
"Unfortunately, there is d~sagreemento n the meanlng of 'functional' a? applied in t h ~ s
context. While evervone would agree that explanatmns In terms o f commun~cationand
the nature of discourse are f u n c t ~ o n a l ,it became e v ~ d e n tin different precentations at
t h ~ sworkshop that explanations In terms of cognltlon, thc nature of the b r a n , etc.,
are cons~dcredfunct~onalb! some hut not b!, other i ~ n g u ~ s tTs .h e d ~ s t ~ n c t ~;Ippcars
on
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to be that cognltlve o r psychol~nguisttccxplanatlons involbe formal operations that
the human mlnd can vs. cannot accommodate or 'Itkc?' vs. 'does not like'. etc., while
pragmatic or soclollngulst~cesplanatlons ~nbolbe(formal'?) operations that a human
soclety o r ~ndl>ldualwlthln ,I \oilet) can \ s . cannot accommodate or hkcr vs. doe\
not like". ( H ~ m a n 1981.67-8)
,

The same kind of distinction between types of functional explanation
noted, but labelled differently, by Bever (1975):

13

"There have been two major kinds of attempts to e v p l a ~ nlingulstlc structure a \ the
result of speech functions. One I qhnll call the 'behavioural context' approach, the other
the 'interactionist' approach. T h e 'behavioural context approach' argues that l~nguistlc
patterns exlst because of general propestles ol the way language is used and general
properties of the m ~ n d .Thc lntcractlonlst approach argues that particular mental
mechan~smsguide a n d form ccrtain aspects 01 lingulstlc ttructure". (Bcver, 3975:585-

6)

And Atkinson (1982) makes approximately the same distinction between
alternative reductive explanations for language acquisition, which he labels
'cognitive reductions' and 'social reductions'.
The distinction between cognitive and social reductions (Atkinson's
terms), between explanations based o n a n interactionist approach and those
based o n a behavioral context approach (Bever's terms) is by no means
clear-cut. All humans have cognition and all engage in social relations:
but social relations are experienced and managed via cognition (and
perception). Social relations not thus mediated by perception and cognition
are hard, if not impossible, t o conceive. A good illustration of a 'social'
principle with substantive 'cognitive' content is the Gricean Maxim of
Manner, 'Be perspicuous'. This maxim is generally (by now even conventionally!) held u p as a n example of the influence of social considerations
on language use. But 'Be perspicuous' clearly has psychological content.
What is perspicuous to one kind of organism may be opaque t o a n organism
with different cognitive structuring. As Grice's work $s widely known, this
statement in terms of a Gricean maxim is adequate to make the point
of the interpenetration of cognitive and social 'functional' factors. Sperber
and Wilson's (1986) Relevance Theory, which claims t o have supplanted
the Gricean model with a deeper, more general, more explanatory theory
of social communication through language, lays great stress on the
individual psychological factor of processing effort.? Speakers' discourse
strategies are jointly motivated by what hearers find easy to understand
(a cognitive consideration) and by a desire t o communicate efficiently (a
social consideration). Functional explanations can indeed have the different
emphases which Hyman, Bever, and Atkinson all identify, but cognitive
and social factors are often intermingled and not easy to separate.
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An explanation of some aspect of language structure is functional to
the extent that it provides an account relating that aspect of structure
to some purpose for which language is used, or to some characteristic
of the users or manner of use facilitating achievement of that purpose.
The canonical form of a functional explanation is as in (4).
(4)

X has form F because X is used by U and/or for purpose P.

where some clear connection between F (the putatively useful form) and
U (the user) and/or P (the purpose) is articulated. The connection between
form and user o r purpose need not be immediate o r direct but may be
mediated in some way, provided the plausibility of the connection is not
thereby lost. As a simple concrete example, consider a spade. Parts of
its form, e.g. the sharp metal blade, relate directly to the intended purpose,
digging into the earth, but other aspects of its form, e.g. its handle and
its manageable weight, relate more directly to the given (human) characteristics of the user. Separating out which aspects of spade-design are
purpose-motivated and which user-motivated is not easy; likewise it can
also be difficult to separate out social burpose-motivated) functional
explanations of language form from psychological (user-motivated) functional explanations.
For the purpose of exploring the relationship between nativist and
functional explanations of linguistic phenomena, it will in fact be convenient
to continue to deal in terms of a single functional domain, which has
both cognitive and social components. This domain, which I will label
the 'Arena of Use' and discuss in the next section, is contrasted with the
'internal' domain, the domain of facts of grammar. The Arena of Language
Use must figure in any explanation of language form that can reasonably
be called a 'functional' explanation.

2. GLOSSOGENETIC MECHANISM OF FUNCTIONAL INFLUENCE ON LANGUAGE
FORM

2.1. The Arena of Use
The familiar nativist scheme for explaining the form of grammatical
knowledge is shown in Figure 2.
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Primary
Linguistic
Data

Individual
Grammatical
Competence

ACQUISITION
DEVICE

Fig. 2.

In this scheme, the grammatical competence acquired by every individual
who learns a language conforms to a pattern determined by innate
psychological properties of the acquirer. These innate characteristics are
influential enough to impose significant patterning, not obviously discernible in the primary linguistic data, on the acquirer's internalized grammar.
Whatever the primary linguistic data (within the range normally experienced
by young humans) the competence acquired on exposure to it conforms
to the specifications built into the Language Acquisition Device. So, across
languages and cultures, adult language-knowers carry what they know in
significantly similar forms, studied under the heading of Universal Grammar
(UG).
The short-term functional mechanism by which nongrammatical factors
can in principle contribute to linguistic phenomena, and ultimately to
grammatical competence, can be represented by an extra component added
to the Chomskyan diagram (Figure 2), as in Figure 3 below.

LANGUAGE
ACQUISITION
DEVICE

Primary
Linguistic
Data

I
I

1

Individual
Grammatical
Competence

I

Fig. 3.

What is the Arena of Use? Well, it is non-grammatical, that is it contains
no facts of grammar, although it relates to them. And some of it is non-
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psychological, in the sense of being outside the domain of individual mental
processes, although it receives input from these, and provides material
for them. The Arena of Use does have some psychological ingredients,
including those directly involved in linguistic performance. The Arena of
Use is where utterances (not sentences) exist. The Arena of Use is a
generalisation for theoretical purposes of all the possible non-grammatical
aspects, physical, psychological, and social, of human linguistic interactions.
Any particular set of temporal, spatial, performance-psychological and
social coordinates for a human linguistic encounter is a point in the Arena
of Use. So, for example, an address or point in the Arena of Use that
I happen just to have visited might be approximately described by the
phrase: 'Jim Hurford, sitting in his living room at noon on January 6th,
having some cognitive trouble composing an elegant written sentence
(strictly an inscription) about the Arena of Use, for an unknown readership,
assumed to consist of assorted academic linguists, sociolinguists and
psycholinguists.' Another address in the Arena of Use might be 'Mrs Bloggs,
at the greengrocer's, asking loudly, since the grocer is a bit deaf, for 21bs
of leeks'. The Arena of Use is where communication takes place. It embraces
human relationships, the ways in which we organise our social lives, the
objects that it is important to us to communicate about, the kinds of
message it is important for us to transmit and receive. Other creatures,
built differently from ourselves, would conduct their communication in,
and have it shaped by, a different (though probably partly similar) Arena
of Use. So, note, the Arena of Use is itself partly, in fact very largely,
a product of our heredity (part of our 'extended phenotype', in Dawkins'
(1982) phrase).
The Arena of Use, like UG, has both absolute and statistical properties.
A full description of the Arena would specify a definite, obviously infinite,
range of possibilities, the coordinates of possible communicative interactions between people using language; and, within this range, the likelihood
of the various possibilities being realised would be projected by various
principles, in a way analogous to the role played by a theory of markedness
within UG. Obviously, we are no nearer to a full description of the Arena
of Use than we are to a full description of UG, but central aspects of
the nature of the Arena are nevertheless relatively easily accessible for
hypothesis and consideration.
The Arena of Use is emphatically not 'everything there is (provided
it has no grammatical import)'. And it is certainly not equivalent to, or
coextensive with, 'the world' or 'the environment'. I will try to clarify.
In the first place, the world is 'out there', existing somehow outside our
perceptions. (I assume this, being a Realist and not an Idealist.) In knowing
the world, we impose categories on it that are to a great extent our own
constructs, though they presumably mesh in some way with the ways things
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really are 'out there'. The Arena of Use is not populated by just whatever
exists out there, but (in part) by entities that exist-as-some-category. The
relevant idea is put thus by Edie (commenting, as it happens, on Husserl):
"For Husserl n o 'object' 15 ~ ( ~ n c e ~ v aexcept
b l e as the correlate of an act of con\ciousness
An 'object' is thus never a th~ng-~n-the-world,but ia rather something apprehended
about a thing; objects are t h ~ n g sas ~ n t e n d e d ,as meant, as taken by a subject". (Edle,
1976:5, his ernphas~s,quoted by Fraaer, 1989:79)
And Fraser elaborates t h ~ eloquently:
s
"Many of the Objects that we encounter are presented t o us or what they are through
a filter of o u r language a n d culture, rather than bemg constituted anew by each Subject
on the b a s ~ so f ~ndivldualexper~ence".(Fraser, 1989:121)

The inclusion in the Arena of Use of abstract objects constituted through
language illustrates how it itself (or better, its instantiation in a particular
historic language community) is something dynamic and developing.
Traugott (1989) discusses a diachronic tendency for meanings of words
to develop from concrete denotations of objects and states of affairs to
more abstract denotations 'licensed by the function of language' (Traugott,
1989:35). Thus 'everything there is', 'the world', or 'the environment' is
quite different from the Life-worlds of individual subjects, speakers of
a language; the Life-worlds are in some ways richer, in some ways poorer,
than the actual world, although clearly there is a degree of correspondence.
The Arena of Use includes the sum of entities (and classes of entities)
in the Life-worlds of individual Subjects (speakers) that these subjects can
talk about. (This excludes strictly private psychological entities that might
be quite real for many individuals, but which they cannot talk about.
One reason for not being able to talk about some experience is the lack
of appropriate words and/or grammatical constructions, which is why
creative writers sometimes resort to novel forms of expression.)
The Arena of Use is not just a union of sets of (blasses of) entities.
It has structure and texture (much of which remain* to be articulated
by pragmatic theory). Some (but not all) of its structure is statistical, deriving
from the salience (or otherwise) for numbers of speakers of particular
classes of entities. Prominent classes of entities in the Arena of Use are
those that everyone talks about relatively frequently. Other aspects of the
Arena of Use are what Fraser, following Husserl and Heidegger, calls
'points of view' and what Lakoff (1986:49) calls 'motivation'. Humans
have purposes, and employ language to manipulate other speakers to help
them to achieve those purposes. There are ways in which this is typically
done, which gives rise to the taxonomies of Speech Act theory. In fact,
any theory of pragmatics contributes to a theory of the Arena of Use,
and the categories postulated by pragmatic theorists, such as speaker,
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hearer, overhearer, deixis of various types, utterance, situation of utterance,
illocution, perlocution, implicature, etc., etc. are all theoretical categories
forming part of our (current) picture of the Arena of Use. The Arena
of Use is in part the subject matter of pragmatics, and it would clearly
be wrong to say that it is 'just everything there is', 'the world', or 'the
environment'. If this were so, nothing would distinguish pragmatics from,
say, a branch of physics.
As for the usefulness of coining the expression 'Arena of Use', my purpose
is to focus attention on a vital link in the transmission of language from
one generation to the next. Chomsky's similarly ambitious expression
'Language Acquisition Device' has played an enormously important role
in focussing theorists' attention on the other important link in the cycle.
Clearly, it would have been unimaginative and counterproductive several
decades ago to dismiss that expression on the grounds that it simply meant
'child'.
It should be clear that the role of the Arena of Use is complementary
to that of the LAD, not, of course, in any sense proposed as an alternative
to it. And, in fact, just because of this complementarity, studies of U G
actually need systematic information about the Arena of Use. Thus
Lightfoot (1989a:326) is forced to resort to a 'hunch' about whether a
particular hypothetical social scenario is plausible or 'too exotic', when
conducting an argument about whether "The existence of N' might be
derived from a property of UG o r ... might be triggered by the scenario
just sketched". (Grimshaw, 1989:340, complains about the lack of independent evidence backing such hunches.) Obviously it would be too much
to expect a theory of the Arena of Use to give a direct answer to this
specific question, but, equally obviously, the more systematic a picture
of the Arena of Use we can build up, the less we will need to rely on
hunches about what the input data available to the child may be. For
instance, observation of actual caretaker behaviour is a necessary empirical
support to the axiom of 'no negative evidence' central to U G and learnability
theory (Lightfoot, 1989a:323-324, Grimshaw and Pinker, 1989:341-342,
inter alios but cf. Saleemi, this volume). And a pragmatic theory of why
caretakers give little o r no negative evidence, if we could get such a theory,
would neatly complement the U G and learnability theories.
The products of an individual's linguistic competence are filtered by
the Arena of Use. In the Chomskyan scheme, the LAD acts partly as
a filter. The child in some sense disregards the properties of utterances
in the Primary Linguistic Data that d o not conform to his innate
(unconscious) expectations, the characteristics that cannot be interpreted
in terms of the structure already possessed (a function recently emphasised
and elaborated on by Lightfoot, 1989a. Similarly, the Arena of Use acts
as a filter. Not all the products of an individual's competence serve any
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useful purpose, and these are either simply not uttered, o r uttered and
not taken up by interlocutors.
At the level of discourse, the filtering function of the Arena is accepted
as uncontroversial. A coherent discourse (monologue or dialogue) is not
just any sequence of sentences generated by a generative grammar. The
uses to which sentences are put when uttered determine the order in which
they may be strung together. With the usual reservations about performance
errors, interruptions, etc., sequences which d o not serve useful purposes
in discourse d o not occur in the Primary Linguistic Data to which the
child is exposed.
At the level of vocabulary, the filtering function of the Arena is also
uncontroversial. Words whose usefulness diminishes are uttered less frequently, eventually falling out of use. When they fall out of use, they
are no longer present in the P L D and cannot pass into the competences
of new language acquirers. What words pass through the cycle in Figure
3, assuming their linguistic properties present no acquisition difficulties,
is almost entirely determined by considerations of use. I grant that the
relation between vocabulary and use is far from simple, as academic folktales about Eskimo words for snow (cf. Pullum, 1989, Martin, 1986), and
Arabic words for camel might lead the gullible to believe. But there is
a large body of scholarship, under the various titles of ethnographic
semantics, ethnoscience, and cognitive anthropology (cf Brown, 1984, for
a recent example), building up a picture of the relation between the structure
of a community's vocabulary and its external environment. Clearly the
usefulness of words is one part of this picture. One example from Brown
is:
"The fact that warm hues cluster with white and cool hues with dark contributes to
the likelihood that languages w ~ l lmake a "macro-wh~te"/"macro-black" distinction
in the initial encoding of basic color categories. A utilitarian factor may also contribute
to this development. Basic color categories become important phen people develop
a need to refer to colors in a general manner. An Initial "macro-white"/"macro-black"
contrast is highly apt and useful slnce it permits people to refer fo virtually all colors
through use of general terms". (Brown, 1984:125)

At the level of a semantico/pragmatic typology of sentences, it also seems
plausible that the existence of universal types is perpetuated through the
mediation of the Arena of Use, rather than of the LAD. The three-way
distinction declarative/interrogative/imperative reflects the three most
salient types of speech act used in human interaction. This taxonomy and
its grammatical realisation is probably passed on to successive generations
via ample exemplification in the Arena of Use, necessitating no extraordinary innate powers of extrapolation from skimpy data by the LAD.
A theory of the acquisition of grammatical competence, such as UG, makes
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available a range of syntactic forms. Without reference to pragmatics, which
provides a classification of the uses to which sentences may be put, there
is no account of why three (as opposed to five or nineteen) types of syntactic
structure are salient and typically assigned to different uses. What UG
cannot account for, without recourse to a pragmatic theory is this:
"There is a wealth of cross-language ev~dences h o w ~ n gthe existence of three o r foul
syntactic structures which code prototypical speech acts in any language:
(a)
(b)

(c)

Declarat~ve
Imperative
Interrogative
(i) WH-question
(ii) Yes/No question

It 1s hard t o find a language in which some "norm" does not exist for (a), (b), (ci)
and (ci~),i.e. some structural-syntactic means for keeping these four prototypes apart."
(Givon, 1986:94)

We can think of UG as providing a theory of the formal/structural
resources, o r space, available to humans for the expression of useful
distinctions. Obviously, a theory of just what distinctions are useful
(pragmatic theory, theory of the Arena of Use) is also needed. That is,
"One' must then strive to discover the underlying socio-psychological
parameters which define the multi-dimensional space within which speechact prototypes cluster". (Givon,1986:98) Then, interesting discussion can
proceed on how specific features of use tend to select specific structural
features of sentence form for their expression. Givon's suggestion is that
there is an iconic relation between the syntactic forms and their functions,
but this clearly needs more fleshing out. Downes (1977) is an interesting
paper suggesting why the imperative construction, in particular, occupies
the area of syntactic space that it does, e.g. with base form of the verb
and suppressed subject. A theory of grammar, such as UG, can make
available sentences with null subjects and with base verb forms, but the
question arises: Why are these sentences, in particular, typically used to
get people to d o one's bidding?. My intention is not to dispense with
the theory of UG. But the allocation of individual aspects of a phenomenon
to a theory of grammar-acquisition or a theory of use must be considered
on its merits. Perhaps the assignment of 2nd person to the null subject
of imperatives, for example, is a blank that UG can afford to leave to
a theory of use. This is in fact what Beukema and Coopmans suggest:
"... the position 15 occupied by a case-marked empty element associated w ~ t han empty
toplc. whlch recelves the interpretat~onof addressee from the d ~ s c o u r ~ e "(Beukema
.
and Coopmans, 1989:435)
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Beside the declarative/interrogative/imperative pragmatic typology, one
could also cite the categories of person and number, which recur in all
grammars, as motivated by factors in the Arena of Use. Hawkins puts
it concisely:
"Innateness is not the only factor to w h ~ c hone can appeal when expla~nlngun~bersals.
C e r t a ~ nl ~ n g u ~ s tpropestles
ic
ma) habe a c o n ~ n ~ u n ~ c a t ~ ~ e / f motlvatlon.
unct~d
If ever!
grammar contains pronouns d ~ s t ~ n g u ~ r hat~ least
n g three persons a n d two number\ (cf.
Greenberg 1966:96), then an explanation ~ n v o l ~ i nthe
g refcrent~al distinctions that
speaker5 of all language? regularly need to d r a u I \ , upriorl, h~ghl! plaus~ble".( H a w k ~ n s .

1985:583)

The facts of grammatical person are not quite so simple. Foley (19866674) (while subscribing to the same functional explanation as Hawkins for
distinctions of grammatical person) mentions languages without 3rd person
pronouns, and Miihlhausler and Harrt: (1990) claim that even 1st versus
2nd person, as usually understood, is not universal. Nevertheless Hawkins'
point stands; it is not surprising that 'the referential distinctions that
speakers of all languages regularly need to draw' cannot be described by
a simple list, but rather require description in statistical terms of significant
tendencies.
Hawkins gives a number of further plausible examples, which I will
not take the space to repeat. In a more recent, and important, contribution
the same author accounts for universal tendencies to grammaticalise certain
word orders in terms of certain (innate) parsing principles:
"The parser has shaped the grammars of the world's languages, w ~ t hthe result that
actual grammaticahty distinct~ons. a n d not just a c c e p t a b ~ l ~ tIntuitions,
y
performance
frequencies and psvcholingu~st~c
experimental results, are ultimately e x p l a ~ n e dby it.
This does not entail, howevcr, that the parser must a l x be asrumed t o habe ~nfluenced
innate grammatical knowledge, at the level of the evolutmn oft the speclei, as In thc
discussion of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977). Rather. I would ;rrgtic that human beings
are equipped with innate procrssmx mechanismv In a d d i t ~ o nt o innate ,gri~mmurlcul
knowledge, that the grammars of particular languages are shaped by the former as
well as by the latter, and that the c r o d i n g u ~ r t ~regular~tles
c
of word ordcr that we
have seen In this paper are a particularly strikmg reflection of such innate niechan~srns
for processing. The evolution of these u o r d order r e g u l a r ~ t i ecould hate come about
through the proces, of language change ( o r language a c q u ~ c ~ t i o nthe
) : most frequent
orderings In performance, r e s p o n d ~ n gto pr~nciplessuch as EIC [Early l m m e d ~ a t e
Constituents, a parslng principle]. will graduall? become fixed by the grammar. One
can see the k m d i of g r a m m a t ~ c a l ~ m t ~principles
on
at work hcre In the intcrplay between
"free" word order and f ~ x c dword order w ~ t h ~and
n across language? today. The rules
or p r ~ n c ~ p l cthat
s arc f ~ x e db> a grammar In r e j p n w to the parser must then he learned
by wccessive generation, of speakerr". ( H a u k m s . 1990258)
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Another case of the influence of phenomena in the Arena of Use on patterns
of grammar is discussed in detail by Du Bois (1987). This study attributes
the existence of ergative/absolutive grammatical patterning to preferences
in discourse structure. The study has the merit of providing substantial
statistics on these discourse preferences. The link between such discourse
preferences and ergative grammatical patterning is argued for very plausibly.
And Du Bois answers the obvious question 'Why are not all languages
ergative?' by appealing (again plausibly, I believe) to competing motivations,
discourse pressures in several directions.
As a final example here of the contribution of the Arena of Use to
the form of linguistic phenomena, I cite certain properties of numeral
systems, in particular the universal property of being organised on a base
number (often 10). There is no evidence that children somehow innately
prefer numeral expressions organised in the familiar way using as a baseword the highest-valued available numeral word in the lexicon. Rather,
the modern streamlined systems have evolved over long historical periods
because of their practical usefulness, and they have to be deliberately
inculcated into children. (This argument concerning numerals is pursued
in detail in Hurford, 1987, where a computer simulation of the social
interactions leading to the emergence of the base-oriented structure of
numeral systems is presented.)
In summary, the Arena of Use is the domain in which sociaNy useful
and cognitively usable expressions are selected to fit the worldly purposes
of hearers and speakers. The Arena contributes to the form of languages
in a way complementary to the contribution of the Language Acquisition
Device. Languages are artifacts resulting from the interplay of many factors.
One such factor is the LAD, another is the Arena of Use. The aspects
of languages accounted for by these two factors are complementary. As
a first approximation, one might guess that the aspects of languages due
to the LAD are relatively deep, or abstract, whereas the aspects due to
the Arena of Use are relatively superficial, in the sense in which the terms
'deep' and 'superficial' are typically used by generative grammarians. The
terms 'deep' and 'superficial' tend to be rhetorically loaded, and imply
triviality for superficial aspects of language. One need not accept such
a value judgement. The deep characteristics of languages most convincingly
attributed to the Language Acquisition Device are those to which the
'poverty of stimulus' argument applies, that is, characteristics which are
not likely to be encountered in a sampling of primary linguistic data. Such
deep characteristics are thus those which are actually least characteristic
of languages, in any normal pretheoretical sense, in the sense of being
least obvious. Thus the theoretical style typifying research into the contribution of the Arena of Use is to be expected, in the first place at least,
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to be more 'superficial' than research into U G and the LAD. But the
intrinsic interest of such a theory is not thereby diminished.
A full and helpful discussion of the uses of 'deep' by generative
grammarians and others, and of the misunderstandings which have arisen
over the term, is to be found in Chapter 8 of Chomsky (1979). Putting
aside the use of 'deep' as a possible technical term applied to a level of
structure (which I am not talking about here), the term 'deep' can be
applied either to theories and analyses or to phenomena and data considered
pretheoretically. Those aspects of languages due to the L A D seem, at first
pretheoretical blush, to be 'deep', to require theories of notable complexity
to account for them. These aspects of a language's structure are subtle;
they are not the most obvious facts about it, and, for instance, probably
get no attention in courses teaching the language, even at an advanced
level. Exactly this point is stated by Chomsky:
"We cannot expect that the phenomena that are easily and commonly observed will
prove t o be of much significance in determining the nature of the operative prlnciples.
Quite often, the study of exotic phenomena that are difficult t o dlscover and ident~fy
is much more revealing, as is true in the sciences generally. This is particularly likely
when our inquiry is guided by the considerations of Plato's problem, which directs
our attention precisely t o facts that are known on the basis of meager and unspecific
evidence, these being the facts that are likely t o provide the greatest insight concerning
the principles of UG". (Chomsky, 1986:149)

This subtlety in acquired knowledge after exposure to data in which the
subtlety is not obviously present accounts for the rise of complex theories
of language acquisition. On the other hand, those aspects of languages
due to the Arena of Use (many of which would be located in the periphery
of grammars by generativists, like irregular and suppletive morphological
forms) seem not to require anything so complex - they are much less
underdetermined by data, and thus require no invocation of special deep
I
principles to account for their acquisition.
My reservation about not necessarily accepting the value judgements
implicit in much current usage of 'deep' stems from the association that
has now become established between 'deep' and the language-acquisition
problem. In a theory of language cast as a theory of language acquisition,
or 'guided by the considerations of Plato's problem', the term 'deep' is
applied, naturally, to aspects of language whose acquisition apparently
necessitates deep analyses. In this sense, the question of how children acquire
irregular morphological forms, for example, is relatively trivial, not deep;
the child just observes each such irregularity individually and copies it.
(Well, let's say for the sake of argument that the right answer really is
as simple as that, which it isn't, clearly.) That's not a deep answer, so
the question, apparently, wasn't deep. But seen from another perspective,
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the same aspects of language could well necessitate quite deep analyses.
If one casts a theory of language as a theory of communication systems3
operating within human societies (systems transmitted from one generation
to the next), then the problem of acquisition is not the only problem one
faces. The kind of question one asks is, for instance: Why do these
communication systems (languages) have irregular morphological forms?,
Why d o languages have words for certain classes of experience, but not
for others? And the answer to these questions may be quite deep, or at
least deeper than the answers to the corresponding acquisition questions.
(A similar argument is advanced in Ch. 1 of Hurford, 1987)
Figure 3, introducing the Arena of Use, is actually a version of a diagram
given by H. Andersen (1973). Andersen's diagram looks like this:

DATA n

DATA n+l

Flg. 4

Andersen is interested in the mechanisms of linguistic change, and makes
the basic point that grammars do not beget grammars. Grammars give
rise to linguistic data, which are in turn taken and used as the basis for
the acquisition of grammars by succeeding generations. Lightfoot (1979)
argues on these grounds that there can be no theory of linguistic change
expressed as a theory directly relating one grammar to a successor grammar.
A theory attempting to predict the rise of new grammars from old grammars
purely on grounds internal to the grammars themselves would be attempting
to make the spurious direct 'horizontal' link between GRAMMAR n and
GRAMMAR n+l in Figure 4.
The zigzag in Figure 4 could be extended indefinitely across the page,
representing the continuous cycle through acquired grammars and the data
they generate. The LAD belongs on the upward arrows between data and
grammars. The Arena of Use belongs on the downward arrows, between
grammars and data. In fact Figures 3 and 4 both represent exactly the
same diachronic spiral, merely differing in emphasis. Figure 3 is simply
Figure 4 rotated and viewed 'from one end'.
Pateman (1985), also drawing on this work of Andersen's, expresses
very neatly the relationship I have in mind between grammars and social
or cultural facts:
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". . through time the content of mentall? represented grammars. which are not in my
blew s o c ~ a lobjects, comcs t o contaln a contcnt ~ h l c hu a s in ongin clearlq social o r
cultural in character". (Pateman, 1Y85:51)
George Miller also expresses the same thought concisely and persuasively:
"Probahlq n o further organic evolution would have been required for Cro-Magnon
man to learn a modern languagc. But social e v o l u t ~ o nsupplements the b ~ o l o g ~ c dgi~ f t
of language The vocabulary of any language I S a rcpo\itory for all those categories
and relations that previous generations deemed worthy of terminological recognition,
a cultural heritage of common sense passed o n lrorn each generation t o the next and
slowly enriched from accumulated experirnce". (Mdler, 1981:33)

It is worth asking whether the social evolution that Miller writes of affects
aspects of languages besides their vocabularies. An argument that it does
is presented in Hurford (1987), especially Ch.6.
It is clear that much of language structure can be explained by innate
characteristics of the LAD; I d o not claim that cll, or even 'central'
(according to some preconceived criterion of centrality) aspects of languages
can be explained by factors in the Arena of Use. Batcs et al. (1988:2356) conclude: "we have found consistent evidence for 'intraorganismic'
correlations, i.e. nonlinguistic factors in rhe child that seem to vary
consistently with aspects of language development". Such factors belong
to the Arena of Use, as defined here, but so far as is yet known, affect
only development, and not the end product, the content of adult grammars.
On 'extraorganismic' correlations, Bates et al. conclude: "This search for
social correlates of language has been largely disappointing". (1988:236).
At a global level, one should not be 'disappointed' or otherwise at how
scientific results turn out. The question of interest is: 'What aspects of
language structure are attributable to the innate LAD, and what aspects
to the Arena of Use?' It seems likely that the &arch for influences of
the Arena of Use on acquired grammars will be least 'disappointing' in
the marked periphery of grammar, as opposed to the core, as the core/
periphery distinction is drawn by LJG theorists.

2.2. Frequency, statistic.r and language acquisition
There is serious disagreement on the role to be played by statistical
considerations in the theory of language acquisition. The tradition of
learnability studies from Gold (1967). through Wexler and Culicover (l980),
to such discussions as Lightfoot (1989a), assumes, but of course does not
demonstrate, that statistical frequencies are totally alien to language
acquisition. Theorems are derived, within a formal system, from axioms.
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whose truth may perhaps be taken for granted by the inventor of the
system, but which the system itself can in no way guarantee to be true.
The theorems of learnability theory are derived in systems which assume
a particular type of definition of 'language', in particular, languages are
assumed not to have stochastic properties. But, under a different definition
of 'language', different theorems are provable, showing that frequencies
in the input data can be relevant to language acquisition. See, for example,
Horning (1969), and comments by Macken (1987:391).
But, even with a nonstochastic definition of the adult competence
acquired, it is still easily conceivable that frequency factors in the input
should influence the process of acquisition. Pinker (1987), for example,
assumes that adult competence is nonprobabilistic, but proposes a model
of acquisition in which exposure to a piece of input data results in the
'strengths' of various elements of the grammar being adjusted, usually
being incremented. The point is that in Pinker's proposal one single example
of a particular structure in the input data does not automatically create
a corresponding all-or-nothing representation in the child's internal grammar; it can take a number of exposures for the score on a given element
to accumulate to a total of 1. Presumably, if that number of exposures
isn't forthcoming in the input data, that element (rule, feature, whatever)
doesn't get into the adult grammar.
Learnability theory typically operates with an assumption that the
learning device is 'one-memory limited'. This is the assumption that
"the child has no memory for the input other than the current sentence-plus-inferredmeaning and whatever information about past inputs is encoded into the grammar
a t that point". (Pinker, 1984:31)

But the success of learnability theory does not depend on the assumption
that its 'one-memory inputs' correspond to single events in the experience
of a child. It is quite plausible that there is some pre-processing front
end to the device modelled by learnability theory, such that an accumulation
of experiences is required for the activation of each one-memory input.
Likewise it is easy to envisage that the setting of parameters in the GB/
UG account needs some threshold number (more than one) of exemplars.
If there were some theorem purporting to demonstrate that this is alien
to language acquisition, one would need to examine carefully the relevant
axioms and definitions of terms, to see if they made assumptions corresponding appropriately to data uncovered by real acquisition studies.
There are studies revealing relationships between acquired (albeit interim)
grammars and statistical properties of the input.
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"One consictent a n d surprlslng charactenstic of early phonol(,g~caIgrammars 1s t h e ~ r
close r e l a t ~ o n s h ~top frequencq and d i s t r ~ b u t ~ o ncahl a r a c t e r ~ s t ~of
c s not the a hole language
being learned but the specific Input. ... (see, for example. Ingram. 1979 o n French.
Itkonen, 1977 on F i n n ~ s h :Macken. 1980 o n Engl~shand Span~sh)".(Macken, 1987:385)

"... certaln acquwtlon data In c o n j u n c t ~ o nw ~ t han mterpretatlon of the relevant ev~dence
and correlat~onschow that there are stochast~caspects to language s c q u ~ s ~ t i o nhkc
,
sensit~vityto frequency ~ n f o r m a t ~ o n "(Macken.
.
1987:393)
"... G l e ~ t m a net al. (1984) clte several studlcs showlng that the development of verbal
auxiliaries is affected by the statist~caldistribution of aux~liaric\in maternal speech.
In part~cular, mothers who produce a large number of sentence-~nit~al
auxlllaries ...
tend to have c h ~ l d r e nwho make greater progress In the use of sentence-~nternala u x ~ l ~ a r ~ e s
... Because t h ~ sauxihary system IS a peculiar property of E n g l ~ s h ,~t cannot belong
to the stock of Innate l ~ n g u ~ shypotheses.
t~c
It follows that a u x h a r ~ e shave t o be picked
up by some k ~ n dof frequency-sens~tne general learnmg mechan~sm". (Bates et al.,
1988:62)

There are several studies indicating the influence of word-frequency on
internalised phonological forms.
"Neu (1980) found that adults delete the /d/ in 90 percent of their productions of
and, compared to a 32.4 per cent rate of /d/ d e l e t ~ o nIn other monomorphemic clusters;
... Fidelholtz (1975) has observed less In the way of percept~ble vowel reduction for
frequent words, a n d Koopmans-van Bemum and Harder (1982/3) have confirmed this
in the laboratory. The frequency-reducibil~ty effect evidently holds even where syllab~c
and phonemic length are equated (Coker. lJmeda a n d Browman 1973; W r ~ g h t1979).
and ac the effect has little to d o with differences in the ~ n f o r m a t m ncontent o r predictab~lity
of high and low frequency words ( T h ~ e m a n n1982), their d~fferentreducibility suggests
that frequent (1.e. famlhar) words may be stored In reduced form. [Footnote:.] Though
~t is not my purpose here to deal w ~ t hthe c h ~ l d ' srole In phonolog~cal change, my
discuss~onhere ... has a n o b v ~ o u sbearmg o n t h ~ ssubject". (Lockc, 1986.248; footnote.
524)

In the framework advanced here, either the rule deleting /d/ is not a
rule of phonological competence, but belongs to the !Arena of Use, or,
if it is a rule of phonological competence, it is an o,ptional rule, with
applicability sensitive to factors in the Arena of Use (e.g. speed of speech)).
Further evidence of a relationship between word frequency and internalised
grammars is provided by Moder (1986):
"High frequency forms were found to be poorer primes of productive patterns than
medium frequency forms. Furthermore, the real verb classes which showed some
productivity were those w ~ t hfewer high frequency forms. Because h ~ g hfrequency forms
are often rote-learned [Bybec a n d Brewer, 19801, they are less likely to he a n a l y e d
and related morpholog~callyto the other members of their paradigm." (Moder, 1986:lRO)

Phillips (1984) discusses two distinct kinds of historical lexical phonological
change, both clearly correlated, in different ways, with word-frequency:
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"Changes affectrng the most frequent words flrst are rnot~vatedby phys~ologlcalfactor\.
acting on surface p h o n e t ~ cforms: changes affect~ngthe ieact frequent words first are
motivated by other, non-physlolog~cal Sdctors. actlng on undcrlyng forms" ( P h ~ l l ~ p \ .
19X4:3?0)

In a generative view of sound change, just as in the view I am advancing
here, a sound change cannot 'act on surface phonetic forms', since what
differs significantly from one generation to the next is speakers' grammars,
and these contain underlying phonological forms and phonological rules,
but no direct representation of surface phonetic forms. Phillips does not
discuss the micro-implementation of these sound changes at the level of
the individual's acquisition of language, but a straightforward interpretation
of her results is as follows. Physiological factors (in the Arena of Use)
produce phonetically modified forms, whose frequency gives rise, in the
language-acquiring generation, to internalised underlying forms closer to
the observed phonetic forms. On the other hand, non-physiologically
motivated changes arise from what Phillips, following Hooper (1976), calls
'conceptually motivated change', i.e. some kind of reorganisation of the
grammar for purposes of maximisation or achievement of some internal
property. But these changes, apparently, cannot fly in the face of strong
evidence on pronunciation coming from the Arena of Use. Only where
such evidence from the Arena is very slight, as with low-frequency words,
can the internal grammar reorganisation, for these cases, override the input
evidence. Thus, frequency factors from the Arena of Use affect the shape
of evolving languages, both positively (pressing for change) and negatively
(resisting change).
The argument against the relevance of statistical considerations has
another strand. which contrasts the subtlety, speed and effortlessness of
our grammatical judgments with the poverty of our statistical intuitions,
even the most elementary ones (this argument might cite research by Amos
Tversky and Daniel Kahneman). There are several points here. Firstly,
it is possible to exaggerate the subtlety, speed, and effortlessness of our
grammatical judgments. Chomsky points out in many works how our
grammatical knowledge needs to be 'teased out' (in the phrase used in
Chomsky, 1965). For instance, "Often it is not immediately obvious what
our knowledge of language entails in particular cases" (Chomsky. 1986:9),
and "... it takes some thought or preparation to see that (13) has the
interpretation it does have, and thus to determine the consequences of
our knowledge in this case" (ibid: I I).
A second point is that the relevant human frequency nionitoring abilities
are not poor, but quite the contrary, as a seminal publication in the
psychological literature shows.
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"People of all ages and abllit~esare extremelq sensltlve t o frequency of occurrencc
information. ... [ I n ] the d o m a ~ nof ~x)pnltl\e psqchology ... u c notc that the major
conclus~onof this area of research stands o n a f ~ r me m p ~ r ~ c abase.
l
The encodmy of
frequency information 1s un~nfluencedb\ most tash and ~ n d ~ v ~ ddifference
ual
var~ables.
As a result, memory for frequency shows a level of invariance that 15 h ~ g h l yunusual
In memory research. T h ~ sis probably not so because memory 1s unlque but because
memory researchers have p a d l ~ t t l eattention to ~ m p l ~ c iot ,r automatic, ~ n f o r m a t ~ o n
acquisition processes. Here we demonstrated the existence of one such process. We
also showed its ~mplicationsfor the a c q u i s ~ t ~ oand
n utdi5at1on of some Important aspects
of knowledge". (Hasher and Zacks, 1984 1385)

Hasher and Zacks also briefly discuss the relation of their work to that
of Tversky and Kahneman; they conclude "... the conflict between our
view and that of Tversky and Kahneman is more apparent than real"
(p.1383)
Thus far, my arguments have been that statistical patterns in the input
can and do affect the content of the acquired competence, perhaps especially
where the language changes from one generation to the next (i.e. where
the acquired competence differs from the competence(s) underlying the
PLD). There is another, powerful, argument indicating the necessity, for
language acquisition to take place at all, of a certain kind of statistical
patterning in the input data. This involves what has been called the 'Semantic
Bootstrapping Hypothesis', discussed in detail by Pinker (1984), but
advanced in various forms by several others.
Briefly, the Semantic Bootstrapping Hypothesis states that the child
makes use of certain rough correspondences between linguistic categories
(e.g. Noun, Verb) and nonlinguistic categories (e.g. discrete physical object,
action) in order to arrive at initial hypotheses about the structure of strings
he hears. Without assuming such correspondences, Pinker argues, the set
of possible hypotheses would be unmanageably large. This seems right.
It is common knowledge, of course, that there is no one-to-one correspondence between conceptual categories and linguistic categories - any
such correspondence is statistical. Pinker (1984:41) lists 24 grammatical
elements that he assumes correspond to nonlinguistic elements. (In Pinker,
1989 the background to the hypothesis is modified somewhat, but not
in any way that endangers the main point.) Now, according to the Semantic
Bootstrapping Hypothesis, if these correspondences are not present in the
experience of the child, grammar acquisition cannot take place.
UG theory characterises a class of possible grammars. These grammars,
as specified by UG, make no mention of nonlinguistic categories. Of course,
for the grammars to be usable, nonlinguistic categories must be associable
with elements of a grammar. For instance, the lexical entry for table must,
if a speaker is to use the word appropriately, get associated with the
nonlinguistic, experiential concept of a table (or tablehood, or whatever).
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But U G theory makes no claim about how the nonlinguistic categories
are related to elements of grammars. A possible grammar, in the UG
sense, might be considerably complex, and yet not contain any elements
that happened to be associated with concrete physical objects, or actions,
for example. And the sentences generated by such a grammar could in
fact still be usable, say for abstract discourse, if, miraculously, a speaker
had managed to learn it. Such a speaker could, for instance, produce and
interpret such sentences as Linguistic entities correspond roughly to nonlinguistic entities, o r Revolutionary new ideas are boring.
But he could not talk about physical objects or actions. And if the
Semantic Bootstrapping Hypothesis is true, his speech could not constitute
viable input data for the next generation of learners. Thus a theory which
aims to account for the perpetuation of (universals of) language across
generations, via the innate LAD, actually requires specific conditions to
be met in the Arena of Use. These conditions are not, as it happens,
absolute, but are statistical.
Of course, I do not claim that statistical properties of input are the
only ones relevant to the acquisition of competence. I agree with Lightfoot's
position:
"It has long been known that not everything a child hears has a noticeable or longterm effect on the emergent mature capacity; some sifting is involved. Some of the
sifting must surely be statistical, some is effected through the nature of the endowed
properties ..." (Lightfoot, 1989b:364)

Facts of grammar are likely to be distributed along a dimension according
to whether their acquisition is sensitive to frequency effects in the input
data. Some aspects of grammar may involve very rapid fixing (once the
child is 'ready') on the basis of very little triggering experience. Other
aspects of grammar may be harder to fix, requiring heavier pressure (in
the form of frequency, among other things) from the input experience.
This suggested dimension is a graded version of Chomsky's binary core/
periphery distinction.
Chomsky seems to acknowledge the greater role of input data for the
acquisition of the periphery of grammar:
"... we would expect phenomena that belong to the periphery to be supported by specific
evidence of sufficient 'density' ..." (Chomsky, 1986:147)

Whether or not Chomsky intended frequency considerations to contribute
to this 'density', there is no principled reason why they should not. As
Pinker writes:
"Ultimately no comprehensive and pred~ctweaccount of language development and
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language acquisition can avoid making quantitatwe commitments altogether. After all,
~t may turn out to be true that one rule is learned more reliably than another only
because of the steepness of the relevant rule strengthening function or the perceptual
sal~enceof its input triggers". (P~nker,1984:357)

Pinker then states a methodological judgement that 'For now there is little
choice but to appeal to quantitative parameters sparingly'. I share his
apprehension about the possibility of 'injudicious appeals to quantitative
parameters in the absence of relevant data', but the solution lies in making
the effort to obtain the relevant data, rather than in prejudging the nature
(statistical or not) of the theories that are likely to be correct.

2.3. Grammaticalisation, syntacticisation, phonologisation
Previous work has identified a phenomenon of 'grammaticalisation', dealing
precisely with historical interactions between the Arena of Use and
individual linguistic competences. Some such work is vitiated by a misguided
attempt to abolish the competence/performance distinction.
Givon (1979:26-31) surveys a number of cases in which, on one view
of grammar (a view Givon appears emphatically not to hold) "... one
may view a grammatical phenomenon as belonging to the realm of
competence in one language and performance-text frequency in another"
(26). Givon's examples are: (i) the definiteness of subjects of declarative
clauses, obligatory in some languages, but merely preferred in others; (ii)
the definiteness of referential objects of negative sentences, obligatory in
some languages, but merely preferred in others; and (iii) the lack of an
overt agent phrase with passive constructions, obligatory in some languages,
but merely the preferred pattern in others. The preferences involved can
be very strong, but in the languages where the facts seem not to be a
matter of absolute rule, but of preference, one can find isolated examples
of the pattern that would be ungrammatical in the other language.
I
In precisely similar vein, though not sharing Givon's conclusions, Hyman
(1984) writes that he has been
"... intrigued by a puzzling recurrent pattern w h ~ c hcan be summarized as in
(1)

a.

Language A has a [phonolog~cal,phrase-structure, transformational] rule

b.

R which produces a discrete (often obligatory) property P;
Language B, on the other hand, does not have rule R, but has property P in
some (often nondiscrete, often nonobligatory) less structured sense". (Hyman 1984:68)

And Corbett (1983) in an impressively documented study gives many
instances where one Slavic language has an absolute rule which is paralleled
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by a statistical tendency in some other Slavic language. One such case
is:
The agreement hierarchy
attributive - predicate

- relative pronoun

-

personal pronoun

"In absolute terms, if semantic agreement is possible in a given position in the hierarchy,
~t will also be possible in all positions t o the r ~ g h t .In relative terms, if alternative
agreement forms are ava~lablein two positions, the likelihood of semantic agreement
will be as great o r greater in the position t o the right than in that t o the left." (Corbett,
1983:lO-I I)

Givon offers an alternative view to the one quoted above:
"Or one may view the phenomenon in both languages in the context of 'communicative
function', a s being essentially of the same kind. The obvious inference t o be drawn
from the presentation 1s as follows: If indeed the phenomenon is of the same kind
in both languages, then the distinction between competence and performance - o r
grammar and speaker's behaviour - 1s (at least for these particular cases) untenable,
counterproductive, and nonexplanatory." (Givon, 1979:26)

This passage, like other polemical passages in linguistics, is a curious mixture
of over- and understatement. It ends like a Beethoven symphony, with
repeated heavy chords, slightly varied, but united in their effect 'untenable,
counterproductive, and nonexplanatory'. But immediately before is the
weakening parenthetical caveat '(at least for these particular cases)', and
the whole conclusion is in fact embedded in a conditional, 'If indeed the
phenomenon is of the same kind in both languages' [emphasis added,
JRH]. So, if the condition is not met and the phenomena are not of the
same kind in both languages, the three big guns 'untenable, counterproductive, and nonexplanatory' aimed at the competence/performance distinction don't actually go off. And, even if the condition is met, they
may only be aimed at the distinction 'for these particular cases'. Much
of Givon's book reflects this kind of rhetorical mixture. The message,
if interpreted as urging alternative emphases in linguistic study, is entirely
reasonable; more work should be done on the relation between communicative, pragmatic, and discourse phenomena and grammar, and this,
thanks to the efforts of people like Givon, is beginning to happen. Clark
and Haviland, 1974 is another work in which a reasonable argument for
emphasis on discourse study is in places rhetorically inflated to a claim
that "the borderline between the purely linguistic and the psychological
aspects of language ... may not exist at all". (p.91).) But the relation between
grammar on the one hand and discourse phenomena on the other cannot
be studied if the two sets of phenomena actually turn out to be the same
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thing, as Givon appears in places to believe. There are good reasons to
maintain a distinction between facts of grammar and facts of discourse,
and Givon manages throughout his book to write convincingly as if the
distinction were valid. What is of great interest is the parallelism between
the two domains, illustrated by Givon, Hyman, and Corbett, as cited at
the beginning of this section.
Absolute grammatical rules in one language paralleled closely by statistical discourse preferences in another language may seem something of
a puzzle. But the puzzle can be relatively easily resolved. Let me risk
giving a nonlinguistic analogy, asking the reader to make the usual mutatis
mutandis allowances necessary for all analogies.
Some people eat a variety of foods, but, without having made any decision
on the matter, happen hardly ever to eat meat; other people are vegetarians
by decision, though sometimes they may accidentally eat meat. Some people,
as a matter of habit, drink no alcohol; for others, this is not a matter
of habit, but of principle. Some people are pacific by nature; others are
pacifists on principle. The principled vegetarians, teetotallers and pacifists
have made conscious absolute decisions which are parallel to the statistical
behavioural tendencies of certain other people. But there is a valid
distinction to be made between the two categories. This distinction is not
particularly obvious from mere observation of behaviour. But as humans,
we have the benefit of (some) self-knowledge, and we kno~t'that there
is a difference between a principled vegetarian and a person who happens
hardly ever to eat meat, and between a principled pacifist and a pacific
person.
No analogy is entirely apt, however. This one suffers in at least two
ways. Firstly, speakers of a language do not normally make conscious
decisions, like the pacifist or the vegetarian, about their own rules of
grammar; and secondly, the vegetarian/teetotaller/pacifist analogy distinguishes between individuals in the same community, whereas rules of
grammar tend to be shared by members of a speech!community. What
I hope this analogy demonstrates is that similar overt
of behaviour
can be attributed to different categories, such as fact of discourse, or fact
of grammar. The categories may also be historically related, as I believe
discourse and grammar are, but they are not now a single unified
phenomenon.
I assume, then, that there is factual content to the notion of following
an internalised rule. Chomsky (1986), in a lengthy and cogent discussion,
disposes quite satisfactorily, in my view, of the Wittgensteinian objections,
taken up by Kripke (1982), to attribution of rule-following by other
organisms, be they fellow-speakers of one's language, foreign humans, or
even other animals. Wittgenstcinians (among whom one would includc.
for instance, Itkonen, 1978) have often objected to the generativists'
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interpretation of rules of language as essentially belonging to the ~sychology
of individuals, and a generativist response to this theme of Wittgenstein's
is now satisfactorily articulated. (Perhaps the delay in responding arose
from the enigmatic style of \nJittgenStein's original presentation, and
reformulation gave the clarity needed for a careful rebuttal.) I
uphold the view that rules of language belong to individual psychology,
and should not in any
Sense be attributed to communities (cg.
as social norms). Thus far, I agree completely with Chomsky's position
on rules and rule-following. But now here is where we part company:
"reference to a community seems to add nothing substantive to the
discussion" (Chomsky, 1986:242) I maintain, on the contrary, that communities play a role in determining what rules a n individual acquires (which
is obvious), and, more generally, that general facts about human communal
life play a role in determining the kinds of rules that individuals born
into any human community acquire. Pateman expresses the idea so well
that his words are worth repeat%:
"... through time the content of mentally represented grammars, which are not in my
view social objects, comes to contain a content which was in origin clearly social or
cultural in character." (Pateman, 1985:*1)

The historical mechanism by which facts of discourse 'become' facts of
grammar is often labelled bgraflmaticalisatiOn'. T o prevent confusion, it
should be stressed that the
of this process does not necessarily involve
a class of previously ungrammatical strings becoming grammatical. The
converse process can also o c c u r What gets grammaticalised is a pattern,
or configuration of facts, not Some class of strings which happens to
participate in such a pattern. The following are the main interesting
possibilities, in terms of two classes of strings, A and B, which are in
some sense functionally equivalent (e% (partially) s ~ n o n ~ m o u s ) .

Diachronic change
in either direction.

Change in either direction involves a new fact of grammar emerging, which
is why such changes are aptly called 'grammaticalisation'. But only change
in one direction (upward in (5)) involves previously ungrammatical strings
becoming grammatical, Changt: in either direction would account for the
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parallelisms noted by Givon, Hyman, and Corbett. Another possibility
is:

(6)

A and B, both grammatical, are wholly equivalent in meaning and
use.
Diachronic change
in either direction.

1

A and B, both grammatical, but differ slightly in meaning and use.
As the relation of surface forms to their linguistic meanings is a matter
of grammatical competence, this is also a case of the emergence of a new
fact of grammar, and aptly called 'grammaticalisation'.
How does the mechanism of grammaticalisation work and how does
it relate to the question of nativist versus functional explanations? I beg
leave to quote myself.4
"In the model proposed, individual language learners respond ~n a discrete all-or-nothing
way t o overwhelming frequency facts. Language learners d o not merely adapt their
own usage t o mimic the frequencies of the data they experience. Rather, they 'make
a decision' t o use only certain types of expression once the frequency of those types
of expression goes beyond some threshold. At a certain point there is a last straw
which breaks the camel's back a n d language learners 'click' discretely t o a d e c ~ s ~ o n
about what for them constitutes a fact of grammar. What I have In mind is similar
to Bally and Sechehaye's suggestion about Saussure's view of language change. 'It 1s
only when a n innovation becomes engraved in the memory through frequent repetition
and enters the system that it effects a shift In the equilibrium of values a n d that language
[langue] changes, spontaneously and ipso facto' (Saussure, 1966:143n). Bever and
Langendoen (1971:433) make the same point nicely by quoting Hamlet: 'For use can
almost change the face of nature' ". (Hurford, 1987:282-3, slightly adapted)
1

Beyond the kind of vague remarks cited above, no-one has much idea
of how grammaticalisation works. Givon's book documents a large number
of interesting cases, but his account serves mainly to reinforce the conclusion
that grammaticalisation happens, rather than telling us how it happens.
And of course the fact that it does happen, that aspects of performance
get transmuted into aspects of competence, reinforces, rather than undermines, the competence/performance distinction. But one thing that is
clear about grammaticalisation is that the LAD plays a vital part. This
emerges from Givon's discussion of Pidgins and Creoles, in which the
discrete step from Pidgin to Creole coincides with language acquisition
by the first-generation offspring of Pidgin speakers.
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"Br~efly,it seems that P i d g ~ nlanguages (or a t least the most prevalent type of Plantation
Pidgins) exhibit an enormous amount of mternal variation and inconsistency both within
the output of the same speaker and across the speech community. The vanation 15
massive t o the point where one is Indeed justified in assertmg that the Pidgin has no
stable syntax. No consistent "grammat~cal" word-order can be shown in a Pidgln, and
little o r no use of grammat~calmorphology. The rate of delivery 1s excruciatingly slow
and h a l t ~ n g ,with many pauses. Verbal clauses are small, normally exhib~tlnga oneto-one ratio of nouns to verbs. W h ~ l ethe subject-predicate structure is v~rtually
undeterminable, the topic-comment structure is transparent. Virtually no syntactlc
subordination can be found,and verbal clauses are loosely concatenated, usually separated
by considerable pauses. In other words, the Pidgm speech exhibits almost an extreme
case of the pra~maticmode of communication.
In contrast, the Creole - apparently a synthesis di novo [sic] by the first generation
of natlve speakers who received the Pidgin as their data Input and proceeded to "create
the grammar" - is very much like normal languages, in that it possesses a syntactlc
mode w ~ t hall the trimmings ... The amount of variation in the Creole speech is much
smaller than in the Pidgin, ~ndistinguishablefrom the normal level found in "normal"
language communities. While Creoles exhibit certaln uniform and highly universal
characteristics which distinguish them, in degree though not in kind, from other normal
languages, they certainly possess the entire range of grammatical signals used in the
syntax of natural languages, such as fixed word order, grammatical morphology,
intonation, embedding, and various constraints". (Givon, 1979:224)

This passage makes the case so eloquently for the existence of an innate
Language Acquisition Device playing a large part in determining the shape
of normal languages that one would not be surprised to find it verbatim
in the introduction to a text on orthodox Chomskyan generative grammar.
In my terms, the prototypical Pidgin is a hybrid monstrosity inhabiting
the Arena of Use, limping along on the basis of no particular shared core
of individual competences. The main unifying features it possesses arise
from its particular spatial/temporal/social range in the Arena of Use. When
a new generation is born into this range, and finds this mess, each newborn
brings his innate linguistic faculty to bear on it and helps create, in
interaction with other members of the community, the grammar of the
new Creole.
The picture just given is, by and large, that of Bickerton's Language
Bioprogram Hypothesis (Bickerton, 1981), and is probably correct in broad
outline, if no doubt an oversimplification of the actual facts. "Usually,
however, the trigger experience of original creole speakers is shrouded
in the mists of history, and written records of early stages of creole languages
are meagre." (Lightfoot, 1988:lOO) A vast amount of empirical research
into the creolisation process needs to be done before interesting details
become discernible, but clearly the focal point of the process is the point
where the innate LAD meets the products of the Arena of Use. The step
from a Pidgin to a Creole is an extreme case of many simultaneous
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grammaticalisations across virtually the whole sweep of the (new) language.
Creolisation is massive grammaticalisation. But it is also, due to the
historical rootlessness of the Pidgin, grammaticalisation with a very free
hand. The LAD can impose its default values against weak opposition
from the Pidgin PLD. In discussing grammaticalisation, I do not presuppose
that the input to the process is necessarily some pattern evident in use.
My position is that grammaticalisation is the creation, by the LAD, of
new facts of grammar. Where the input is chaotic, the LAD has a very
free hand, and the new facts of grammar reflect the LAD'S influence almost
solely. But where patterns of use exist in the input data. the new facts
of grammar may in certain instances reflect those patterns. We can call
these latter cases 'grammaticalisations of patterns of use', and the former
(dramatic creole) cases 'grammaticalisations from nothing'.
Creoles are in some sense more natural than languages with long histories.
Languages with long histories become encrusted with features that require
non-default setting from the LAD, and even rote-learning. These encrustations are due to innovations in the Arena of Use over many generations.
Many of these developments can be said to be functionally motivated.
I have already mentioned in passing several historical studies (Bever and
Langendoen, 1971, Phillips, 1984) which make at least prima facie cases
for the influence, across time, of use on structure. And in section 2.6,
I will add to the list of recent historical linguistic studies which point
to the role of the Arena of Use in determining, at least in part, the contents
of grammatical competence. In these cases, the languages have drifted,
due to pressures of use, to become, in some sense, historically more 'mature'
than a new creole.
It seems reasonable to suppose that sheer statistical frequency of
particular patterns in the Arena of Use will play some part in determining
what grammatical rules will be formed. This is one way in which a
parallelism between discourse patterns and grammatical rules would arise.
But of course the LAD is not merely quantitatively, hut also qualitatively
selective. It is not the case that any, i.e. every, frequent pattern becon~es
grammaticalised. If this were so, the most common performance errors,
hesitation markers and such like would always get grammaticalized, which
of course they often don't. (But note that hesitation markers do tend to
become fitted into the vowel system of the dialect in question, i.e. to become
phonologised. Cf. the various hesitation vowels in RP ([3:]), Scots English
([e:]), and French ([@:I).) I believe that Lightfoot, in his 1988 paper,
somewhat oversimplifies the relation between the qualitative and the
quantitative selectivity of the LAD in the following remarks:
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"The most obvious point is that not everything that the child hears 'triggers' a device
in the emerging grammar. F o r example, so-called 'performance errors' a n d slips of
the tongue d o not entail that the hearer's grammar be amended in such a way as to
generate such dewant expressions, presumably because a particular slip of the tongue
does not occur frequently enough t o have this effect. This suggests that a trigger is
something that is robust in a child's experience, occurring frequently. Children are
typ~callyexposed t o a diverse a n d heterogeneous linguistic experience, conslstlng of
d~fferentstyles of speech a n d dialects, but only those forms which occur frequently
for a given child will act as triggers, thus perpetuating themselves a n d being absorbed
into the productive system which is emerging In the child, the grammar." ( L ~ g h t f o o t ,
1988:98)

This seems to equate 'potential trigger experience' with 'frequent experience'. Lightfoot has now developed his ideas on the child's trigger
experience further (Lightfoot, 1989), but he still holds that some statistical
considerations are relevant. While, with Lightfoot, I believe that frequency
in the Arena of Use is an important determinant of the grammars that
children acquire, there must also be substantial qualitative selectivity in
the LAD. Some aspects of competence can be picked up on the basis
of very few exemplars, while the LAD stubbornly resists acquiring other
aspects for which the positive examples are very frequent. The particular
qualitative selectivity of the L A D is what is studied under the heading
of grammatical universals, o r UG.

2.4. The role of invention and individual creativity
Prototypical short-term functional explanations involve the usefulness of
some aspect of a language making itself felt within the time a single
individual takes to acquire his linguistic competence (although I shall later
mention a version of the same basic mechanism that happens to take
somewhat longer). This period may vary from a dozen years, for grammatical constructions, to a whole lifetime, for vocabulary. But, in the
prototypical case, a short-term functional explanation involves postulating
that each individual acquiring some language recognizes (perhaps unconsciously) the usefulness of some linguistic element (word, construction, etc.)
and adds that item to his competence because it is useful. Some universal
facts of vocabulary, such as the fact that every human language has at
least one word with a designatum in the water/ice/sea/river area, can
be illuminated in this way, as can also many language-particular facts,
such as those of color, plant, and animal taxonomies worked on in detail
by the 'ethnographic semantics' movement (e.g. Brown, 1984). Thus, those
aspects of languages for which short-term functional explanations are
available are characteristically transmitted culturally. Individuals actually
learn these aspects of their language from other members of their com-
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munity. They are not innate. Such aspects of languages, therefore, are
typically well-determined by the observable data of performance, since
they need to be sufficiently obvious to new generations to be noticed and
adopted.
Obviously, quite a lot is innate in the lexicon too. For instance, no
single verb can mean 'eat plenty of bread and...', 'persuade a woman that...',
'read many books but not...'. The constraints on possible lexical meanings
are strong and elaborate. My point is that, within such innately determined
constraints, the matter of what lexical items a language possesses is
influenced by factors of usefulness. Individual inventiveness cannot violate
the innately determined boundaries, see Hurford, 1987, Ch.2,Sec.5, for
a detailed discussion of the relation of individual inventiveness to the
capacity for language acquisition.
Aspects of languages transmitted culturally from one generation to the
next because of their usefulness have their origins in the inventiveness
and creativity (presumably in some sense innate) of the individuals who
first coined them and gave them currency. In the field of vocabulary again,
it is uncontroversial that new words are invented by individuals, or arise
somehow from small groups. Often it is not possible to trace who the
first user of a new word was, but nevertheless there must have been a
first user. In other parts of languages, such as their phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic rule components, it is difficult
to attribute the origins of particular rules to the creativity of individuals
or groups, but even here a kind of attenuated creativity in the use of
language, proceeding by small increments over many generations, seems
plausible. The approximate story would be of existing rules having their
domain of application gradually extended or diminished due to a myriad
of small individual choices motivated by considerations of usefulness. Very
few rules of syntax are completely general in the sense of having no lexical
exceptions. Such sets of lexical exceptions are augmented or ledened
continually throughout the history of languages. The $pecifically functional
considerations, that is considerations of usefulness, 'which motivate such
changes in the grammar of a language are of course usually impossible
to identify with accuracy, and will remain so until we have much subtler
theories and taxonomies of language use (which will help us to define
the notion of usefulness itself more precisely).
The historical role of invention and creativity that I have in mind is
envisaged by Gropen et al. (1989) and described by Mithun (1984):
"lnstead, it could be that the histor~calprocesses which cause lex~calrules to be defined
over some subclasses but not others seem to favour the addition o r retention of narrow
classes of verbs whose m e a n t n g exemplify o r echo the semantic structure created by
the rule moct clearly. T h e full motivation for the dativisability of a narrow class may
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come from the psycholog) of the first speakers creative enough o r hberal enough t o
extend the dative to a n item In a new class, since such cpeakers are unlikely t o make
such extensions at random. Thereafter speakers may add that narrow class t o the Ii5t
of datlvlsable classes with varylng degrees of attention to the motivation p r o ~ ~ d eby
d
the broad-range rule - by r e c o r d ~ n gthat poss~bilityas a brute m e m o r ~ s e dfact. by grasplng
its motivation with the a ~ dof a stroke of insight recaptulatlng that of the original
coiners, o r by depending o n some ~ n t e r m e d ~ a tdegree
e
of appreciation of the ranonale
t o learn its components efficiently, depending o n the speaker a n d the narrow c l a s
~nvolved".(tiropen et a]., 1989:245)
"But In Mohawk, where N I [= noun incorporat~onlof all types is highli productive.
speakers frequently report t h e ~ rpleasure at v~ritingsomeone from another Mohawk
community a n d hearlng new NI's for the first t m e . They have n o trouble understanding
the new words, but they recognise that they are not part of their own (vast) lexicon.
When they themselves form new combinations, they are conscious of creatlng 'new
words', a n d much discussion often surrounds such events." (Mithun, 3984:889)

The acts of individual speakers in responding creatively to considerations
of usefulness are analogous to micro-events at the level of molecules, and
the large movements of languages discernible to historical linguists are
analogous to macro-events, such as those described in geophysical terms
of plate tectonics (this analogy is Bob Ladd's). Whether or not we call
a language in which there has been one micro-change a different language
is a question of terminology. Let us adopt, temporarily and for argument's
sake, the rigid convention that any one change, however slight, in a language
L, produces a different language L,+,. This effectively equates 'language'
with some abstraction even lower in level than 'idiolect', and so is not
a generally useful convention in talking about language5. But, adopting
this usage, competition in the Arena of Use determines whether L, or
L,+, survives. These minimally differing languages may continue to coexist, because neither is significantly more useful than the other, or one
may replace the other because it is in some sense more useful. Adopting
a different terminological convention, wherein 'languages' are grosser
entities, distinguished by masses of detailed differences, it is still competition
in the Arena of Use which decides the survival of languages. The 'languages'
I have in mind in this paragraph are I-languages. But since they, existing
only inside speakers, can never come into contact with each other, the
competition between them is actually fought out through the medium of
their corresponding E-languages in the Arena of Use. (An approximate
analogy would be a tournament acted out by marionette puppets whose
behavioural repertoires (kick, punch, etc.) are specified by different programs of their robot operators, though the set of programs available in
principle to all robots is the same. When a puppet loses a match, the
program in the robot that was running it is eliminated. But remember
that no analogy is perfect.)
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A schematic representation of the state of affairs postulated in a functional
explanation of the short-term type is given in Figure 5 , below. Note that
the 'languages' mentioned in this diagram are E-languages, since they exist
in and through the Arena of Use; that is, they correspond to the competing
marionettes of the analogy of the previous paragraph.
SHORT-TERM M E C l r A N I S M O F FUNCTIONALLY MOTIVATED C H A N G E ONTOGENETIC (OR
GLOSSOGENETIC) MECHANISM

GRAMMARS

AoU

LAD

\ \\

AoU

REALISED
LANGUAGES

/

UNREALISED

(

LANGUAGES

La Lb LC

COMPATIBLE
WITH G I , etc

The upper two levels in this diagram indicate the course of actual linguistic
history: the actually mentally represented grammars G1, G2, G3, ..., and
the actually realised languages L1, L2, L3, ... The bottom level in the
diagram represents alternative language histories - what languages might
have been realised if the pressures of the Arena of Use had been other
than what they actually were. These possible but unrealised languages can
be thought of as aborted due to competition in the Arena of Use from
a more successful rival language. Competition in the Arena of Use, in
the case of this short-term functional mechanism, is therefore between
possible languages defined by the same LAD. (Figure '5 is in fact another
variant of Andersen's scheme in Figure 4.) The unrealised languages are
possible but non-occurring aggregates of real speech events in the language
community, alternative courses of history, in effect.
The scheme shown in Figure 5 is obviously idealised in many ways. One
aspect of this idealisation worth mentioning is the fact that only one LAD
is represented at any transition, whereas in fact language change is mediated
by whole populations of LADS (tokens not types), all ( I ) exposed to different
(though partially intersecting) data, (2) possibly themselves subject to some
maturational change (see White, 1982:68-70, Borer and Wexler, 1987, 198X),
and (3) perhaps even not originally completely uniform. In a real case,
some individuals would internalise grammars slightly different from those
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internalised by others. This difference would be reflected by statistical
changes in the Arena of Use, which in turn might prompt a rather larger
proportion of language learners in the next generation to acquire grammars
with a certain property. In this way, it might take many generations for
a whole population to accomplish what with historical hindsight looks
like a single discrete change. The term 'ontogenetic mechanism' might
well be reserved for a case where a whole nonstatistical language change
is achieved in a single generation, rather like the Bickerton/Givon picture
of the leap from Pidgins to Creoles. That is, the new (version of the)
language grows, fast, in just the time it takes one generation of individuals
to acquire/create it. The slower version of the mechanism, which takes
more than one generation, could appropriately be called the 'glossogenetic
mechanism'. The only difference between the ontogenetic and the glossogenetic mechanism is in the number of generations taken.

2.5. The problem of identifying major functional forces
This picture of functionally motivated language change has its opponents.
One of the fiercest and most sustained critiques of this general point of
view that I am aware of is in Lass (1980:64-97). Lass's view (in which
he is not alone) is summed up in:
"Merely on the evidence provided so far, if my arguments are sound, the proponents
of any functional motivation whatever for linguistic change have t o d o one of two
things:
(i)
(ii)

Admit that the concept of functlon is ad hoc and particularistic and give up;
or
Develop a reasonably rigorous, non-particularistic theory wlth at least some
predictive power; not a theory based merely o n post hor identification plus a
modicum of strategies for weaseling out of attempted disconfirmations.

: is of course the easy way out, and (ii) seems t o be
This 1s the picture as I see ~ t (i)
the mlnimum required if (i) is not acceptable. I a m myself not entirely happy with
(i), and it should probably not be taken up - though failing a satisfactory response
t o (ii) it seems inevitable." (Lass, 1980:79-80)

Lass discusses functional explanation under three subheadings: 'preservation of contrast', 'minimization of allomorphy', and 'avoidance of
homophony', and convincingly demolishes claims by various scholars to
have explained particular historical linguistic changes in such 'functional'
terms. But in fact these attempted explanations are not genuinely functional
according to the spirit in which I have argued the term should be taken.
It is crucial to note that 'contrast', 'allomorphy', and 'homophony', as
Lass uses them, are terms describing a language system, and not language
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use. In other words, quite clearly, these terms do not describe phenomena
in the Arena of Use. Instances of contrast, mean degree of allomorphy,
and pervasiveness of homophony can all be ascertained from inspection
of a grammar, without ever observing a single speaker in action. This
is of course what makes them attractive to many linguists. These are formal
properties, in the same way that the simplicity of a grammar, measured
in whatever way one chooses, is a formal property. Martinet's 'functional
load' is likewise a formal property of language systems, not of language
use, which may account for the failure of that concept to blossom as
a tool of functional explanation. Obviously, the presence of contrast makes
itselffelt in the Arena of Use, but then so do most other aspects of grammars.
In fact, an old and important debate in the transition from postBloomfieldian structuralist phonology to generative phonology sheds light
on the relation between contrast, competence, and functionally motivated
language change. The classical, taxonomic, or autonomous phoneme, whose
essence was that it was defined in terms of contrast, was the central concept
of pregenerative phonology. This was before the emergence of a better
understanding of the competence/performance, or I-language/E-language,
distinction, that came with the advent of generative linguistics. To the
surprise of some, it turned out that generative phonology, conceived as
a model of an individual's mentally represented knowledge of the sound
pattern of his language, had no place at all for the classical phoneme.
The classical phoneme simply did not correspond to any linguistically
significant level of representation in competence grammars. The phonemicists who found this puzzling had no arguments against this conclusion,
yet puzzlement remained, in some quarters. And, in 1971, a postscript
to the debate appeared, an article by Schane (Schane, 1971), which pointed
the way to a resolution of the puzzle. But even 1971 was too close to
the events for matters to have become completely clear, and Schane's
postscript still leaves something rather unsettled; I now offer a postpostscript, taking Schane's ideas, and showing hbw they can be well
accommodated within the picture of the interaction between the LAD
and the Arena of Use.
Schane points to attested or ongoing sound changes in a number of
languages (French nasalisation, Rumanian Palatalisation, Rumanian delabialisation, Nupe palatalisation and labialisation, and Japanese palatalisation). These changes conform to a pattern:
"If, o n the surface, a feature

IS contrastive In some environment5 but not In others
that feature IS lost where there 1s no contrast". (Schane. 1971:505)

On the basis of these examples, Schane maintains that, for the speakers
involved, the (approximately) phonemic level of representation at whlch
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these contrasts exist must have had some psychological validity. But he
has this problem:
"Transformational phonology rejects the phoneme as a unlt of surface contrast, 7 0
the theory has no way of ident~fylngcontrasts, and therefore no basis for ~dentifymg
alternat~ons(cf. Schane 1971314). N o point In denvations exi5ts where contrasts are
~dent~ficd".
(Hudson, 1980:116)

Faced with the problem of reconciling some kind of psychological validity
for the phoneme with the accepted conclusions of generative phonology,
Schane argues in detail that representations at the phonemic level can
be calculated from generative descriptions. The necessary calculations
involve a partition of the rules into two types (morphophonemic and
phonetic) and inspection of the derivations involving just rules of the former
type. Note that the partition of phonological rules into morphophonemic
and phonetic is also not directly represented in a generative grammar (of
the type Schane was assuming) and must itself be calculated. So though
a phonemic level may be accessible through a generative grammar, it is
certainly not retrievable in any simple way. Schane's dilemma was that
he, like others, "felt guilty about disinheriting the child [the phoneme]"
(520),but since linguistic theories at the time were only competence theories,
he had no obvious place to locate the phoneme.
The classical phoneme was never as well-behaved as its structuralist
proponents, some of whom wanted to build it into a bottom-up discovery
procedure for grammars, would have liked. Languages often use a contrast
distinctively in one environment, but ride roughshod over the distinction
in productive phonological rules elsewhere. An example is English /s/-/z/, a
phonemic contrast 'demonstrated' by the existence of many minimal pairs
(sue/zoo, budbuzz, racer/razor), but neutralized in many environments
by some of the most productive phonological rules of English, the voicing
assimilation rules involving the plural, 3rd person singular present tense,
and possessive morphemes. Naturally, the phonemicists had a story to
tell about such problems, but they were typically epicyclic. What could
not be saved was the idea that the main thing a speaker knows about
the sounds of his language is a set of surface contrasts, which serve
everywhere to 'keep words apart' (Hockett's phrase).
But of course, by and large, in the rough and tumble of everyday
communication, enough words d o get kept apart for decoding and successful
communication to take place, much of the time. If phonological rules
could obliterate all predictable distinctions between words, communication
would break down. Some neutralizations are clearly permissible; the typical
redundancy of language allows decoding in spite of them. Rut the situation
cannot get out of hand. This suggests that the proper place for something
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like the 'Phonemic principle' is the Arena of Use. Speakers who allow
their phonetic performance to stray too far away from the surface contrasts
used as clues in reception by hearers are likely to be misunderstood. To
remain as (linguistically) successful members of the speech community,
they learn to respect, in a rough and ready way, a degree of surface
contrastivity.
I believe that Schane's basic account of the sound changes he discusses
does illuminate them. Something puzzling (e.g. denasalisation following
hard on the heels of nasalisation) is made to seem less puzzling by drawing
attention to the fact that this happened in an environment where no surface
contrast was lost. But Schane's principle is only explanatory in this weak
sense; it lacks the predictive power that Lass calls for, and falls into Lass's
category of 'a theory based merely on post hoc identification'. As Hock
(1976) points out:
"Though such changes undeniably occur, [Schane's] general claim 1s certainly t o o strong.
Note, first of all that the simllar loss of u-umlaut before r e m a i n ~ n gu, referred t o as
an 'Old Norse' change ..., is actually h m ~ t e dt o Old Norweg~an(cf. Benediktsson 1963)
- Old Icelandic does not partmpate In it: ... Moreover, a m o n g s i ~ c hfrequent conditmned
changes as palatalization and umlaut. cxamples of such a 'reversal' of change seem
extremely infrequent, suygestlng that the phenomenon is quite rare". (Hock. 1976:20X)

What is needed, to explain particular sound changes, is a demonstration
that particular contrasts are felt so important that actions occur in the
Arena of Use tending to prevent loss of such contrasts. Such demonstrations
are likely to be very difficult, because they involve delving into the very
messy data of the Arena of Use in search of clear indications involving
individual words, phonemes, etc. The confrontation with the messy data
of the Arena of Use is, however, far less daunting if one heeds the crucial
point made by Foley and Van Valin:
I

"It must be emphas~sed that functional thcorlec are nor performance theorres. That
is, they seek to describe language In terms of the t y p r of speech activities In which
language is used as well as the types of con\tructlons which are used In speech a c t i v ~ t ~ e r .
They d o not attempt to predict the actual t o h m s of speech events. ... They are theones
of systems, not of actual behavior". (Foley and Van Vahn, 1984:15)

Unfortunately, this is expressed slightly inaccurately, in my terms. I would
rather have said: 'functional theories are theories of performance types,
and not of performance tokens'. The point is clear, however, and should
be invoked to protect functional theories from disappearing without trace
into the ultimate morasse of particular events. But the warning may still
not be strong enough, because even functional hypotheses in terms of
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particular construction types and speech activity types are likely to be
met by counterexamples.
To overcome this and Lass's correct criticism of the 'particularism' of
functional explanations, we somehow need to get a good statistical grip
on the functional factors that affect language change. It is to be hoped
that broad classes of events in the Arena of Use are susceptible to statistical
treatment, even though individual events may appear to be more or less
random. A theory of functional language change is, for the foreseeable
future, only likely to be successful in characterising the statistical distribution of possible end-results of change. In this way it will be predictive
in the same sense as, say, cosmology, is predictive. A given cosmological
theory may predict that background microwave radiation from all directions
in the universe varies only within very narrow limits (a statistical statement),
but it will make no predictions at all about the particular variations.
In starting to get to theoretical grips with phenomena in the Arena
of Use, it will be important to note Bever's guiding words:
"I have attempted to avoid vague reference to properties such as "mental effort"
"informativeness" "importance" "focus" "empathy" and so on. I do not mean that
these terms are empty in principle: however they are empty at the moment, and
consequently can have no clear explanatory force". (Bever, 1975:600-601)

Many well-intentioned attempts to establish foundations for functional
theories of language change, as, for instance, in Martinet (1961), fall foul
of this problem. But there are positive developments, too. The parsing
explanation for word order universals offered by Hawkins (1990) makes
precise a notion of economy in parsing that rescues a 'principle of least
effort' (Zipf, 1949), in this area at least, from vagueness and vacuity. And
I would add a reservation to Bever's warning. Terms and concepts acquire
explanatory force by being invoked in plausible explanations of wide ranges
of phenomena. We don't know in advance just where on the theoretical/
observational continuum notions like 'mental effort' and 'informativeness'
will fall. They may turn out to be relatively abstract notions, embedded
in a quite highly structured theory. In such a case, their explanatory force
would derive from the part they play in the explanatory success of the
theory as a whole: it will not be possible to evaluate their contribution
in isolation.
Lass's reluctance to take up his constructive second option, 'Develop
a reasonably rigorous, non-particularistic theory with at least some predictive power', is curious. We build theories, the best that the domains
concerned permit, to gain illumination about the world. As long as we
don't, we remain in the dark. Of course, we should also avoid building
theories only where the (usually mathematical) light is good, like the
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proverbial man searching for his keys under the street lamp, rather than
where he had dropped them, because the light was better under the lamp.
But it is precisely because the light is (at present) dim in the area of functional
influences on language change that adequate functional theories have not
emerged.
Perhaps in some cases there are indeed no functional causes of language
change, and the changes merely come about by random drift such as one
may expect in any complex culturally transmitted system. But it would
be quite unreasonable to assert that in no cases does the factor of usefulness
exert a pressure for change. The fact that we are unable to pinpoint specific
instances should not be confused for an argument that changes caused
by factors of usefulness d o not exist. We can't see black holes in space,
but we have good reasons to believe they exist. Does anyone really doubt
that languages are useful systems and that (some) changes in them are
brought about by factors of usefulness? The only (!) issue is of the precise
nature and extent of the mechanisms involved.

2.6. Language drift
A number of recent studies in diachronic linguistics have proposed
evolutionary tendencies in the histories of languages.
Bybee (1986), for example, argues for the universal origin of grammatical
morphemes in independent lexical items.
"... the types of change that create g r a m m a t ~ c a lmorphemes are un~versal.a n d the same
or similar m a t e r ~ a lis worn down ~ n t ogrammatical m a t e r ~ a lin the same manner In
languages time after tune . ." (Bybee, 198626)

"... g r a m m a t ~ c a lmorphemes develop out of lexical morpheme5 by a gradual process
of phonolog~calerosion and f u s ~ o n and
,
a parallel process of semantic general~s?t~on".
(Bybee, 1986:18)

Mithun (1984) proposes that noun incorporation (NI) develops diachronically along a specific route:
"NI apparently arises as part of a generol tendency in language for V's to coalerce
with their non-referential objects, as in Hungarian and Turkish. The d r ~ f tmay result
in a regular, productive word f o r m a t ~ o nprocess, in w h ~ c hthe NI reflects a reduction
n
(Stage 1). Once such compoundmg ha?
of their individual salience w ~ t h ~predicates
become well established, ~ t fsu n c t ~ o nmay be extended in scope t o background elements
w ~ t h i nclauses (Stage 11). In c e r t a ~ ntypes of languages, the scope of NI may be extended
a third step, and be u x d as a device for hackground~ngold o r ~ncidentalinformatwn
within d ~ r c o u r s e(Stage 111) Finally, it may evolve one step further Into a class~ficatory
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system in w h ~ c hgenerlc NP's are systemat~callyused t o narrow the scope of V's w ~ t h
and without external NP's which Identify the argumentc so implied (Stage IVY. ( M ~ t h u n ,
1984:891)

Mithun goes on to describe other tendencies for change that languages
may undergo, in cases where the evolutionary process is arrested at any
of these stages.
Traugott (1989) discusses 'paths of semantic change' in terms of the
following three closely related tendencies:
"Tendency I: Meanings based in the external described situation
in the internal (evaluative/perceptual/cognitive) described situation.

> meanings

Tendency 11: Meanings based in the external o r internal described situation
based in the textual and metalinguistic situation.

based

> meanings

Tendency 111: Mean~ngstend t o become increasingly based in the speaker's subjective
bel~efstate/attitude toward the proposition. ...
All three tendencies share one property: the later meanings presuppose a world not
only of objects and states of affairs, but of values and of linguistic relations that cannot
exist without language. In other words, the later meanings are licensed by the function
of language". (Traugott, 1989:34-35)

Naturally, the proposals of Bybee, Mithun, and Traugott are subject to
normal academic controversy, but it seems likely that some core of their
central ideas will stand the test of time. For my purpose, the crucial core
to all these proposals is the proposition that there exist specific identifiable
mechanisms affecting the histories of languages continuously over stretches
longer than a single generation. If this is true, which seems likely, then
there must be some identifiable property of the language acquirer's
experience which has the effect of inducing a competence different in some
way from that of the previous generation. If such patterning in the input
data were not possible, there could be no medium through which such
long-term diachronic mechanisms could manifest themselves; the diachronic
spiral through LAD and Arena of Use would not exist; languages would
be only reinvented with each generation, and they would contain no 'growth
marks', in the sense of Hurford (1987).

3. CONCLUSION

Language, in some broad sense, is equally an object of interest to biologists,
to students of language acquisition, of grammatical competence, and of
discourse and pragmatics, and to historical linguists. Each of these
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disciplines has its own perspective on the object (e.g. focussing on Elanguage or I-language), but the perspectives must ultimately be mutually
consistent and able to inform each other. The biological linguist is concerned
with the innate human properties giving rise to the acquisition of uniformly
structured systems across the species. The student of language acquisition
is concerned with the interplay between these innate properties of the
grammar representation system, other aspects of internal structure (e.g.
innate processing mechanisms), and the learner's experience of the physical
and social world. Students of discourse and pragmatics focus on, and hope
to be able to explain and predict, certain patterning in the social linguistic
intercourse which the learner experiences. Such patterning makes some
impact on the grammatical competence acquired, resulting in the grammaticalisation of discourse processes, at which point the phenomena engage
the attention of the student of competence. Frequency monitoring and
individual creativity play a part in this diachronic spiral through grammars
and use, by which languages develop, giving rise to the processes studied
by the historical linguist.
The LAD is born into, and lives in, the Arena of Use. The Arena does
not, in the short term, shape the Device, but, in conjunction with it, shapes
the learner's acquired competence. The interaction between this competence
and the enveloping Arena reconstructs the Arena in readiness for the entry
of the next wave of LADS.

FOOTNOTES
I . Pinker and Bloom mention some of the ev~dencefor this:
"Bever, Carsithers. Cowart, a n d Townsend (1989) have extenswe exper~mentaldata s h o u l n g
that right-handers wlth a family hlstory of left-handedness show {ess rellance o n syntactic
analysis a n d more reliance on lexical associat~onthan d o people w ~ t h o u tsuch a g e n e t ~ c
background.
Moreover, beyond the "normal" range there are documented genet~cally-transmitted
syndromes of grammatical deficits. Lenneberg (1967) notes that spec~ficlanguage d i s a b ~ l ~ t y
I S a d o m ~ n a n tpart~allysex-linked trait with almost complete penetrance (see also Ludlow
a n d Cooper, 1983, for a literature review). More strikinglq, Gopnik, 1989, has found
a f a m ~ h a lselective d e f i c ~ tIn the use of morphological features (gender, number, tense,
etc.) that acts as if 11 is controlled by a dominant gene". ( P ~ n k e rand Bloom. 1990)

2. Sperber a n d M'llson's theory is, however, still controvers~al.See the peer review in B~havrorul
andBrain Screnccr I0 (1987). also thc exchange in Journalof Semantrrs 5 (1988). and L e v ~ n s o n
(1989).
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3. T h ~ IS
s how Fodor (1976) casts a theory of language:
"The fundamental question that a theory of language seeks to answer is: H o w 1s it
possible for speakers and hearers to communicate by the production of a c o u s t ~ cwabe
forms?". (Fodor, 1976:103)
4. In t h ~ squotation, i have (with the author's approval) three times replaced an original
instance of 'speakers' with 'language learners' and (ind~catinga shift In my o p i n ~ o nabout
certain numeral expressions) replaced 'preferred usage' with 'a fact of grammar'.
5. This convention IS actually quite standard. Pmker, for example, adopts this usage: 'What
the Uniqueness principle does 1s ensure that languages are generally not in proper ~nclusive
relationships. When the child hears a n irregular form and consequently drives out its
productively generated counterpart, he o r she is tacitly assuming that there exists a language
that contains the irregular form and lacks the regular form, a n d a language that contains
the regular form and lacks the irregular form, but no language that contams both". (Pmker,
1984:360)
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